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FOREWORD

The ANL fusion reactor design effort has continued to concentrate in

two main areas over the past year. The first is the generation of key ex-

perimental information and assessment tools to allow a more informed charting

of the path to commercial fusion power. The second is an upgrading and

simplifying of the ANL design for a tokamak-based experimental power reactor.

The papers included in this Technical Memorandum were presented at the

Third ANS Topical Meeting on the Technology of Controlled Nuclear Fusion

that was held in Santa Fe, New Mexico on May 9-11, 1978.

In a paper related to EPR, Jeffrey N. Brooks extended previous work at

ANL on the development of a passive plasma control method (pg. 1 ) . Brooks

analyzed two approaches to passive control, one utilizing a scheme to reduce

the helium recycle factor while the second centered on a limiter/vacuum port

design that would reduce the fraction of sputtered impurities that return

to the plasma. Both of these approaches appear to be premising methods of

obtaining non-impurity limited burn cycles. In the general area of toroidal

coil design for an EPR, two innovative approaches have been examined. The

first is the use of iron shielding as a means of achieving low ripple (< 1%)

with fewer TF coils so that access to the reactor can be increased. The

application of this idea (pg. 19) to the EPR by L. Turner, S-T. Wang and

H. Stevens has resulted in a reduction of the number of TF coils from 16 to

12 while, at the same time, the ripple at the outer radius of the plasma

decreased from 0.63 to 0.53%. The second innovation is advanced by W. F.

Praeg (pg. 25) and suggests the use of an efficient form of thyristor

switching for the pulsed power supplies required by the tokamak equilibrium

field coils.

In the EPR blanket design area, H. C. Stevens, B. Misra and C. K.

Youngdahl have found that a dual cycle system combining a pressurized water

with a superheated steam circuit is feasible and would allow conversion

efficiencies of 41.5% (pg. 43). This high efficiency would markedly reduce

the B and maximum field requirements necessary to the production of net

electricity in the ANL EPR.



In the foundation area of developing experimental results on processes

important to fusion commercialization as well as providing the analytical

tools necessary to the assessment of different reactor designs significant

progress has been made.

Three important advances have been made in the development of analytical

tools. The first of these is the improvement of the MACK computer program

to allow a better capability for analyzing both fusion and fusion-fission

reactors by M. A. Abdou and Y. Gohar (pg. 66). A new library, MACKLIB-IV,

of nuclear response functions has been generated in the CTR energy group

structure of 171 neutron and 36 gamma groups.

The second of these developments has to do with advancements in the

ability to analyze the lifetimes of first wall structures. Through a joint

effort with the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company estimates of the

lifetime of a lithium cooled first wall module have been made. Crack propa-

gation has been found to be the critical property with improvements possibly

necessary if a 10 MW-yr/m2 lifetime is to be achieved with a stainless steel

first wall (pg. 32).

In a third development by K. Evans, D. Ehst and P. Messerschmidt,

a systematic approach to the design of equilibrium field coils has been

initiated (pg. 11).

Based on the assumption of constant tension shape IF coils, the required

placement of the EF coils is calculated as a function of reactor design.

Particular difficulties are found in placing the EF coils external to the

TF coils for highly D shaped plasmas.

The overall ANL systems code was applied to the analysis of a refractory

alloy first wall and coolant system. The refractory alloy appears to offer

significant economic advantages over a stainless steel wall for replacement

downtimes in excess of 150 days (pg. 61 )•

Finally, in an important experimental demonstration of the ability to

remove hydrogen from liquid lithium a 50 gallon lithium loop has been con-

structed and brought into operation by Weston, Calaway, Yonco, Veleckis and

Maroni. This system will demonstrate the efficacy of molten salt extraction

and on-line hydrogen monitoring (pg. 52).



NKW IMI'L'KITY CONTROL METHODS FOR TOKAMAK FUSION POWER REACTORS

Jeffrey N. Brooks

APPLIED PHYSICS DIVISION, AKGONNK :.*A'J IO.NA1, LAliOKATOKY

AltttJ.m, ILLINOIS 61)4 il)

Two nut hods of inpuritv control, a helium retention wall, and a limiier/wall/vacuum

svstew are analyzed as candidates for experimental and conmercial tokariak fusion roar-

tors. Models were developed for hoth of these system;; and used to compute the steady-

state sputtered impurity ,-ind helium concentrations as well as the burn-cycle power per-

formance obtainable with these systems. It lias been found that relatively nodest

requirements art* needed, for both of these systems, to obtain a non—inpuritv limited

burn. In addition, power output approaching the beta-limited maximum can be ubtained,

with tht* limiter system if enough of the particle flux from the limiter fan be directed

away from the pl.isna.

INTRODUCTION

Previous design studied for tJie tokanalc exp**i—

imental power rer.ctor (El'R) liâ 'c developed the

concept of usinj; a Yov-Y. coated first wall as an

impurity control measure. Jiupendinj; on the coal-

ing material used (e»K* He, BeO, 1J..C) and on the

plasna-ed^u temperature, a hum time of from 1-2

TTiin can be achieved, and a reasonable amount of

net electrical power can be produced. The

low-Z coating technique, by itself, has an uncer-

tain extrapolation to commercial fusion power

reactors where a longer burn time will nlnost

certainly be needed for economic operation. In

addition, if low-Z coatings are the sole form of

impurity control the fusion power produced by the

plasma is lower than what would be allowed by the

beta limit alone. This is due to the presence of

high residual concentrations of both helium and

the coating material which force a reduction in

the DT fuel density. This point is not critical

for an EPR but would be important for a commer-

cial plant where the electrical output needs to

be maximized.

It is generally felt then that post-EPR reac-

tors will have to have an additional impurity con-

trol scheme beyond low-Z coatings alone.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Diver tors ;nul cold gas blankets are typically men-

tioned candidates though Uiere are serious ques-

tions aboiil these techniques. This paper <!eri—

crlbes the analysis of two, reiativelv sjnplc

types ot impurity cortroj neastires that could

hiive applications to 3TK ;IIIJ post-Mi'K reactor*.

These are (1) a first wall having a helium reten-

tion capability; and (2) a limiler .system that pre-

vents sor.e of the particles inpinginr on It from

returning to the plasma. Low-Z coatings would

still be used with these concepts.

The helium retention '--all would work ivy trap-

ping sone fraction of the helium inpinj:in>; on it

during the plasma burn. 3iy serving as a sink of

helium it would limit the concentration of helium

in the plasma. Reducing the helium concentration

also lias the effect of reducing the wall coating

inpurity concentration because the helium sputter-

ing is reduced. This retention wall night be an

ordinary first w.i 1 where special steps are taken

co pump helium fre i. it during the off period and/or

it might have modifications to the surface urich

would promote retention during the burn cycle and

permit release during the off cycle.

The second scheme, of using a liraiter to help

reduce impurities, lias been around in a qualitative

sense for sone time, e.g. Ref. 5. As envisioned

here, the limiter would work basically as follows.



The limlter receives .ill the charged particle out-

flux from the plasma. Some of this outflux would

then be reflected (alonj; with sputtered particles)

.way from the plasma to either (1) the first wall,

where the low-/ (coating sputtered) Impurity woujd

tend to stick; or (2) a vacuum port where both

helium ard tuu sputtered fnpurity would be imnped;

or (3) a combination of first wall and vacuum port.

Jn adu it ion« tiie limit or and first wall cmld also

have a helium rutuntiun capabilHv.

Tiie purpose of this paper is ty del iiie the

requirements on both of these svstens, in general

terra.1!, and to predict their effectIvcness in a

fusion reactor. A parallel effort at Anguine is

under way concerning the engineering of these sys-

tems and will be reported at a later date.

Parametric—type models iiave been developed for

these systems and have been used to find equi1i—

brium values of imimritv concentrations in the

p l a Hvn hi. c l e h.

also been made us ing tiic revised ANT-K Pit design

as n reactor model.

There are two main conclusions to this study.

It lias been round that a Jong burn tine, I.e. a

non-impurity limited burn can, in fact, be

achieved with cither of these techniques with what

appears to he uodest requirements. The Jirciter

system, iiv add it ion, can potent i.il ly allow substan-

tial increases in net power production for tlte

right parameters.

IMPURITY CONTROL US IXC A HKMUM RETENTION WALL

The idea of the the helium retention wall is

to retain some fraction of the heliun impinging

on it during the plasma burn ar.d so to have an

effective reflection coeffirient MR " less than

unity. (The effective reflective coefficient in-

cludes the process of elastic backseatterinp, re-

emission, and release of transmuation products.)

The importance of this coefficient can be shown by

using the global, profile-averaged, plasma model

of Ref. 3 where the buildup of heliun in the

plasma is given by:

dN
a

dt

where N̂  and NnT .ire respectively the average

concentrations nf helium and deuteriuin-tritiun) in

tlie pl.isna. The first tern on the rifilit-hand side

o' Kq. (1) represent.*; the production of helium by

luslon and the second tern is the net loss of

liclinn by diffusion to tiie u.ill. is the helium

particle rontiiinncnt tinu. At equilibrium, assnn-

ini; one could be reached, dN /dl = 0 and tiie rela-

tive con* ent rat ion of heliun is (Uven iiy:

K

1 - K
( 2 )

where

is tiie f ract ional burnup rat io, i .e . t 'ie rat io of

burnup to transport. The he]inn concentration

also has a bearing on tiie low-/ cortinj* concentra-

tion becastie of heliun sputtering. Tiie equation

for the buildup of the low-Z species is j',iven by

(nef.lectinr? neutron sputterin,*,);

1 " "llT'Vx DT

N..
- — .1 - K • .

M
V

' , *

(3)

where the Y*s are the Ilaxvellian-averaf.ed sputter-

ing cwfficients, Jt and iL .ire the wall reflec-

tion coefficients, and A ' in the I>T neutral charge-

exchange probability. At equilibrium:

'UT '7.

I1 - KDTAc>: UT

(4)

Fir.ure 1 shows the equilibrium concentrations

of N and N^ from Eqy. (2) and (4) as a function of

I! for a typical value of F = 0.02. The wall coat-

ing material is beryllium and tlte sputtering coef-

ficients used are 0.028, Y - 0.086, and Y

0.31. These are based on an assumed plasma-edge



temperature of 200 eV (about the worst cne l . The

values used fur the other parameters are A >

0.404, 0.05, - 0.95, and T
0 T

As shown In Fig. 1, N and N are very sensitive

to R for values of K near unity. Small reduc-

tions in R( from unity to nay 0.85 reduce N., and

N drastically. Physic-illy this Is obvious because

for R - 1 there is no sink of helium and for R •

0.85 there is a moderate sink. If no special steps

are taken to reduce It, a value of R • 0.95 is

felt to be typical for a beryllium-coated stainless

steel wall. Preliminary estimates show that a

value of R - 0.85 should be achievable by pumping
" (4)

helium from the wall between burn pulses. Kven

this small reduction, from 0.95 to 0.85, would

lower the N and X concent rations substantially.

These conclusions arc borne out in a dynamic

analysis of the plasma burn cycle performance of

the ANL-EPK design as a function of K , shown in

Fig. 2. F is dunned as the net electrical

power produced over the burn cycle, not including

down time. In all cases the plasma IK assumed L<>

be limited to . - 77, and this limit Is satisfied

by lowering th<» PT density as helium and beryllium

build iip. For values of K ̂ from 0.90-1.0, the burn

cycles all terminate at from 50-100 s because of

the buildup of large amounts of helium and beryl-

lium. (The geucral features of the burn cycle

and the computational details are basically simi-

lar to chat described in Refs^ 1, 3, and 6.) Fo»-

a value of R » 0.85 a dramatic change occurs in

the bum cycle performance. The values of N and

N z are low enough, as predicted in Fig. 1, so

that the plasma is able to reach a thermal equi-

librium and can burn indefinitely (they are only

plotted to 220 s). (The plasma is still volt-

second United but this is of the order of t<--ns

of minutes). Further reductions in R^ have the

effect of increasing P because N D T can be raised

but this is not a big effect. For comparison, the

performance of this reactor model using a divertor

of the shielding-unload type with virtually per-

fect parameters of nS - 0.99 and n - 0.85 as

defined in Ref. 2 is also shown. The divartor also

0 020 040 0 6 0 0 8 0 090 ICO
HEUUW REFLECTION COEFF. « a

FIGURE 1. Steady-state helium and sputtered
impurity (beryllium) concentrations for a
helium-retention w a l l .

20 40 CO M> WO 120 M0 K0 ' M 200 220

•UMiTmiE.s

FIGURE 2 . Fowet performance of a
hel ium-retention . M i l .



permits a non-impurity United burn but also per-

mits a higher power output because of the very low

impurity concentration obtainable. This power gap,

however, would be lowered for less efficient diver-

tors. For a cr.nmerci.il size reactor the trends in

Fig. 2 and in all subsequent power performance

curves would be the same. To first order, the net

power produced would scale as the ratio of the max-

imum thermal power output of the commercial plant,

i.e. with no impurities or helium, to the .600 MWt

of Kl'R. Thus the Pnet for a nominal 3000-MWt plant

would be five tiroes the value shown for the RPR,

for the same impurity contro! conditions.

l.MI'USlTY COHTROL US1NC A L1MITEK

Model

The elements of a linilcr-impiirity control

system are shown schematically in Fig. 3. The

PLASMA

FIGURE 3. Elements of a liniter-lnpurity
control system.

system consists of the liraitcr itself, the first

wall, and a vacuum port located near the limiter.

(There may be, in practice, a system of multiple

limiters and vacuum ports but these can be analyzed

in terms of a single systen). The limiter nay be

of arbitrary shape but will be assumed small in

area compared to the first wall. Both the liniter

and first wall are coated with the saae low-Z

coating. It is assumed that all charged particles

coming out of tlie plasma hit the liniter and that

all neutral particles from the plasma hit the wall.

Particles Incident on the limltcr can either be

retained or be reflected and can also sputter the

surface coat Inc. The particles that are reflected

from the llmiter can either go to tlie vacuum port,

the wall, or back to the plasna, but It Is assumed

for simplicity that particles reflected fron tlie

wall or from the vacuum port go only to the plasna.

Particles hitting the wall from the limiter will

be slow and will, therefore, be assumed not to

cause sputtering and so the sputtering of the wall

will be due soley to charge-exchanv.e neutrals from

the plasma. The basic parameters of tiie model are

.is follows:

R̂ particle reflection coefficient for the

i'th particle species on the i'tl region

DT, „ 7.

L (limiter), W (wall), P. ;pla»ma),

V (vacuum port)

charge-exchange probability in the
plasma-edge region

probability that a particle of species

i that reflects off the liuitor goes

to region j.

In addition, the subscripts "S" and "F" will be

used wiien necessary to denote slow Wi flux and

fast DT flux respectively. Tlie particle fluxes

to tlie various regions can be computed in terms

of these parameters as follows:

DT Flux

To Liniter: r
DT

3>T
TDT

(5)

This term is the charged particle PI outflow from

the plasma. (This and all other flux tenrs are

normalized to the plasma volume.)

To Vacum Port: r___ «

This tern is the DT flux reflected fron the liniter

that goes to the vacuun port.



To Wall:

Slow Particles: .•", • !' (7)

ThU term is thu amount of UT reflected from the

limlter Lhat goes to the wall. This flux will

not cause fluttering. ~

Fast particles:

All of this fast flux arises from charge-exchange*

The first term in the •umurator of liq. (8) is the

amount oS DT reflected off to the liraiter to the

plasma and then charge-exchanged back to the wall*

The second term represents the sjow DT wall fltix

reflected off uie waiji and then charge-exchanged

back, and tliu third lens Is an analogous term for
ext

the vacuum |>urt reflected flux. The term I B T is

the external refueling current and A is the

charge-exchange probability for the refueling

current. The denominator of Eq. (8) represents

the enhancement of chargc-cxcliange flux to the

wall due to successive reflection and charge-

exchange events.

Total Di Flux to Wall:

UT..
,.W

UT_
r

To Plasma: The DT flux to the plasma can be

computed by balancing the plasma outflow and

refueling currents with the net loss of DT to the

limiter, wall, and vacuum port:

!!"! + ! e « - r
L fi - RLI

V- TXT DTI T T J

Substituting Eqs. (5), (6), and (9) In (10)

then gives

,.P ]V eff
DT T>T

lIIT

+ 1«

is an effective reflection coefficient for OT ions

froM the plasaa.

Helium Flux

T)ie IteliuM fliix to tl»e various regions fol-

lows the foraat of cite DT flux but i« sinpler bc-

^causc tliere iff no charge-exchange*

To Limiter: Y - -— .

To Vacuun Port: : V - — RLaV .

To W a l l : rW - r L R L a U .

To Plasma: r - — Re ,

(12)

« * )

(15)

where

_eff . L P P . V.V . W-W
R > R ia t i l t i l

Impurity Flux

To Limiter: r£ - -=• .
Tz

Sputtered from Limlter:

(16)

(17)

where Ŝ  Is the sputtered flux of low-Z particles
from the lladter:

T, I - fort: (18)



where it is assumed that the sputtered particles

are governed by the same probability terms a_j as

the reflected particles.

To wail: r" - (rbi; + sRi!J . (19)

Sputtered from Wall:

V + IV

K UT V N
(20)

where the subscript N refers tu the neutron flux.

To Plasma: The impurity flux to the plasma

can be computed by balancing the;impurity outflow

with the reflected .ind sputtered fluxes:

using Eqs. (16)-(20) in Eq. (21) gives:

h ...ff , .L.cff , »~T C
• Z , "Z

'z

ext.ext
'•)T *cx

^1 'D
(22)

, eff P V,V
where a., = a., + a.,Kv

i* I* fit*

W..W , ..off A. eff
a..R.. and Rv • R..av .

Tlie first term in Eq. (22) represents the net

reflection of impurities back to the plasnu. The

second term is the net source of impurities be-

cause of sputtering from the liiniter. If a« = 1

the plasma receives all of the sputterec' flux from

the limiter; for a.. • I, the flux is reduced.

This parameter then has something of a correspond-

ence with the shielding efficiency of a divertor

"r, " in the sense that a!! = (l - v }. The third

and fourth terms in Lq. (22) represents sputtering

of the wall surface by charge-exchange neutrals

arising from the DT particle transport fron the

plasma and from the refueling current respectively.

The Last term in Eq. (22) represents the neutron

sputtering.

STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS

The helium and sputtered iapurlty densities in

the plasma, and the required DT refueling rate in

the steady state, can be computed for the limiter

system in the same way as for the helium retention

wall by using the appropriate differential equa-

tions and the fluxes to the plasma. For the DT

refueling rate:

dt

I-

DT

(23)

The first term in Kq. (23) is the DT inflow to

the plasma, the second term is the outflow, and

the third tern is the DT burnup by fusion.

Substituting Eq. (11) Into Eq. (23) and set-

ting Eq. (23) to zuro gives .is the steady-state

1)1 refueling rate:

Tor the Iwliur". dunsity:

dN N ; ti\

wliich gives for the steady state:

1 -

(24)

(25)

(26)

'DT

This is the same forn as Eq. (2) with ft replaced

with the effective rejection coeffIciejit>Ke .

For the impurities:

<it "Z T '

Using Eqs. (16)-(22) in (26) gives:

r
ii

(27)

7.

DT

eff.



DT

*DT
D T

-S"fe«j] (28)

1'ERFORilAMCE OF UM1TER IMPURITY CONTROL SYSTEM

Using the above equations, the performance of

a limiter impurity control system has been examined

for several specific configurations. For these

calculations, a set of plausible choices of para-

meters liave been made. These are: equal particle

containment tiroes TpT » i^ - T.,; equal wall and

liniter reflection coefficients Rp^. » R ^ - 0.95,

R£ - ft - 0.05, RW •= RL - variable, and a 200-eV

plasma-edge temperature. The wall and liniter

coating material is beryllium. Except where other-

wise noted A c x t - 0. Equal values of probability

ex 1 ( i 1 i

terms have been used, i.e. aj!_ • a • at aJ for

each region j.

Case A — No PuraplnR

Tlie simplest configuration of a liniter system

is one in which no vacuum port is used. This is a

potentially important configuration because it

requires no pumping during the burn cycle. The

basis of tiiis system, as a means of iiv'urity con-

trol, is that impurities reflected and/or sput-

tered from the limlter to the wall, will tend to

stick to the wall (R^ - 0.05). Therefore, to the

extent that impurities can be directed to the wall
p

(low value of a ), the effective sputtering rate

to the plasma can be decreased. In addition, there

could also be seme helium retention by the limiter

?nd first wall. Since there is no vacuum port,
v'-• p u

- a - 0 and so a * 1 - a .

^ Figure 4 shows the equilibrium concentrations

of Nn and N, for this configuration as a function

of ap and R^. This solution is obtained from Eqs.

(26) and (28). A value of aP - 1.0 and R^ - 0.95

corresponds to the case of having no impurity con-

trol over that obtainable with an ordinary first

wall with no limiter. For any fixed value of It

the effect of lowering a Is to substantially

reduce N but to only reduce N by almost a factor

of about 2. The dynamic performance of this con-

figuration was computed by using the differential

equations lEq*. (23), (25), and (27)1 In the burn

cycle analysis and this is shown in Fig. 5 for a

value of RL - 0.95 and in Fig. 6 for RL - 0.85 and
" P i "

for a range of a from 1-0. For IT - 0.95 It takes

a value of a - 0.25 to achieve a long burn. This

.-.hows that unless the value of Nz can be reduced

substantially, the helium concentration alone can

limit the burn cycle. If, on the other hand, some

helium retention can be obtained over the nominal

case, e.g. R - 0.85 as in Fig. 5, then .a. long
'•* p

burn can be obtained for any value of a and reduc-
p

tions in a liave the main effect of improving the

power production.

Case B with Pumping

The second configuration examined is one in

which tJierc is a vacuum port and where all of the

particle flow from the limitcr goes to either the

port or the plasma. This would correspond to a

geometry where tlie limitcr was located very close

to a vacuum port. Note that tile first wall would

still play an important role because it would

still receive all of the charge-exchange neutrals

from tlie plasma. This case is described by the
U V p

parameters: a - 0, and a - 1 - a .
Figure 7 shows the equilibrium solutions for

P L W
this configuration as a function of a and R • R

and for a value of R^ - 0.4, RJJT - 0 - R^. The

trends are similar to configuration A, but are more

pronounced in that N z and H _ can be made negligible

for small values of a . The fact that the helium

concentration can be reduced so much shows the

advantage of pumping, with a probably achievable

pumping efficiency of 60Z (40Z reflection), aa

opposed to using the wall and limiter to retain

helium with perhaps a 202 retaining capability.

Another advantage to this configuration Is that

charge-exchange sputtering of the wall is reduced,
p

for low values of a , because DT entering the

vacuum port is pumped instead of returned to the

plasma with a 95Z reflection probability, from the

m i l . However, a U g h pumping rate of DT is a

disadvantage In terms of the refueling currant
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FIGURE 6. Power performance of a liniter-wall
impurity control system vith no vacuun port
and where RL - RW - 0.85.

iapurity control system with no vacuum port
re RL - IT - 0.95.

FIGURE 7. Steady-state helium and sputtered
impurity concentration for a llmlter Impurity
control system using a vacuum port, and where
a" - 0.
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FIGURE 8. Kequired refueling rate and sputtered
Impurity concentration for a limiter impurity
control system using a vacuum port, as a function
of the charge-exchange nrobability of the refuel-
ing current. aW = o, R1- - RU = 0.95.

needed to maintain the DT density in the plasma.

This current is shown in Fig. S for the cases when

the refueling current is not charge-exchanged

(A = 0) or is charge-exchanged with the same

probability as the reflected DT (ALext A ) . The

refueling rate rate in Fig. 8 is normalized to the

DT outfiux from the plasma. Also shown is N for
Pthese two cases. At low values of a the required

refueling rate in either case becomes about equal

to SDj/'ni' ln ocher words, the entire charge-

particle outflux from the plasma is pumped and so

must be replaced by external refueling. This

imposes a burden on both the pumping system and

the refueling system. This is a similar situation

to that of a divertor. However, unlike a divertor,

l||£ is only very slightly increased if there is

charge-exchange of the refueling current because

the charge-exchange neutrals are largely reflected

0 01

FIGURE 9. Steady-state helium and impurity concen-
trations for a llmiter-impurity-control system as a
function of helium reflection coefficient, ""
the vacuum port. aW « 0, RL = RW E 0.95.

of

back to the plasma, and not lost. With a divcrtor,

reflected neutrals from the wall can be ionized in

the scrape-off region and then swept away. A diver-

tor, therefore, for which A e x t )l 0 would have

refueling current requirements of the order of 50%

higher than that for this limlter-vacuum port con-

figuration.

Another important parameter of this system is

the helium-pumping efficiency (~ 1 - R ) of the

vacuum system. The effect of different helium

reflec. ion coefficients on the equilibrium solu-

tions are shown In Fig. 9.

The power performance of configuration B (for

the value of R^ - 0.4) is shown in Fig. 10. A

fairly modest value of a - 0.8 is needed to reach

the long-burn condition and as a P * 0, the power

output increases substantially. As shown In Fig.

10, this configuration has a performance that Is
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KICURE 10. Power performance of limit IT-impurity
control system using a vacuum port, a^ = 0,

basically the same as a divertor of corresponding

efficiency,

A third configuration examined is ai\v in which

the wall and vacuum port receive equal shares of
W V

particles from the limiter, i.e. a «= a . Not sur-

prisingly, the performance of this configuration

(not shown) is about midway between the other two.

CONCLUSIONS

Two types of novel impurity control schemes

have been examined as candidates for future tokamak

fusion reactors, a helium retention wall, and a

limiter-based system. Both types seem simple com-

pared to dlvertors. In both cases, with what seems

to be fairly modest requirements, the burn time of

a reactor can be extended from about 1 min to a

time limited only by volt—second limitations. For

the helium retentlor wall, a value of R = 0.85, or

1521 retention, is needed to achieve the long-burn

condition. Such a value seems achievable, over a

-30-1.,m typical burn tine, by pumping helium from

the wall during the off cycle, according to pre-

liminary estimates. Further reductions in R

improve the power performance somewhat; this is

useful but not essential.

Hie limitor-based system can be operated In

suver.il ways. If no pumpinp. Is used, some helium

retft inn is probably needed along with about a 20%

value for the reflected flux directed to the wall.

If pumping is used, then the power performance can

be na.ie essentially equal to that obtainable with

a divcrtor, or any other means. Pumping and refuel-

inji requirements would be no worse, and in some

cases better, than a divertor. It remains to be

seen whether a limiter system can be designed to

take the high heat load from the plasma. A limiter

of the mushroom shape can have very Rood performance

parameters accordinR to one estimate, but this
(4)

type may be the hardest to cool. A trade-off

between power performance, ease of tooling, pumping

and refueling requirements will probably be neces-

sary, lor this or any other system.

In tvrty- of the application of these techniques,

either one could potentially be used for an KPK in

order to demonstrate a burn time equal to that

needed for a commercial plant* A hybrid reactor,

where power production Is not critical but duty

factor may be, night use either one of these tech-

niques to obtain a long burn. For a commercial,

power-producing reactor, the limiter-based system

used with pumping offers the best potential of long

burn and high output power.
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EQUILIBRIUM FIELD COIL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TOKAMAK REACTORS

K. Evans, Jr., ». A. Elist, and P. MessiT.sclimldtf

APPLIED PHYSICS DIVISION, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

ARGONNE, ILLINOIS 60439

Results of studies of the equilibrium field coll system for a variety of

tukamak fusion reactor configurations arc presented. These results include the

determination of the EF coil currents, sizes, Ampere-turns, and stored energies

for various reactor sizes, toroidal fields, plasma shapes, and plasma parameters.

Problems are found with highly D-shaped plasmas and with high toroidal fields for

smaller reactors. A siaple expression, whiclt adequately matches the wide range

of cases considered, is also given for the stored energy.

MODEL EQUILIBRIUM COIL SYSTEM

In order to have a model equilibrium field

(EF) coil system suitable for comparing a large

number of reactor systems with different parame-

ters, the following, somewhat simplified system

was chosen: The model consists of N coil pairs

(one coil up and one coil down) equally spaced

around the toroidal field (TF> coils and a dis-

tance, A, from them. The TK coils are assumed to

be constant tension, and their shape is calculated

by the approximate method of Hoses and Young. §

The plasma boundary is given by the form

R = Ro + a cos(!> + d sin '0

Z = *ra sin M .

K is the plasma elongation, d is related to the

plasna D-shapedness, KQ is the major radius, and a

is the minor radius of the plasma. A scrape-off

region, A * 0.2 n, is allowed around the plasma.

The blanket thickness on the inside is assumed to

be ADC. • 1.0 tn, and on the outside is assumed to
Ob

be A°._ • 1.5 n. An extra distance, A, • 0.5 m, is

allowed on the outside for access. The TF coil

magnet thickness, A , depends on the Major radius

TABLE I. Coil Thickness

TKC
and the toroidal field, B , at the coils.

Table I gives the values used In this study
(2)

Work supported by U. S. Department of Energy*

Graduate Student, Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois.

Rn. ^ \

6

10

0.

0.

0.

7

379

418

455

0.

0.

0.

9

502

561

622

1

1

1

11

.052

.250

.459

1

1

2

» i
.470

.756

.053

These parameters are sufficient to determine

the locations of the TF coils and hence in this

model the locations of the KF coils. A typical

example is shown in Fig. 1* It should be noted

that the model allows coils in the central area

inboard of the TF coils. This may not be possible

in practice, and configurations which require a

substantial anount of EF current in this area

should be looked at with suspicion.

With the positions of the EF colls fixed, the

current in then is determined by a simultaneous

least-squares fit to the desired external field

inside the plasma and a minimization of the stored

energy in the EF system. This procedure is des-

cribed in detail in Refs. 3-4. The coil size Is

adjusted by iteration to maintain a current den-

sity of J£p - 17.6 HA/m
2, so that the coil size is

proportional to the current carried.

The desired external field is calculated numer-

ically by fixed boundary HID calculations for Riven

plasma parameters such as the cross-sectional shape

11
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FIGURE 4. Stored energy as a function of the dis-
tance from the TF coils. Base case equilibrium.

from the TF coils that the heating due to currents

induced in the TF coils by the F.F coils is not ex-

cessive. In addition, the stray field from tile F.I'

coils reduces the -.iseable toroidal field in the TF

coils, so that the EF coils must also he far enouj;h

away to keep the stray field low.

Only EF coils outside the TF colls are con-

sidered in this study for the following ,-sasons:

(1) Superconducting coils inside Liie Tl' coils

would be hard to wind and normal conducting coils

would most likely have too j;reat a power loss;

(2) the space inside the TF coils is well occupied

by other systems such as the blanket, vacuum ducts,

etc.; (3) inside coils would interfere with access

and remote maintenance.

The remainder of this study assumes the HF

coils are A * 1.0 tn from and outside the TF coils.

Further study of considerations beyond the scope

of this paper would be necessary to determine a

more accurate dependence of A on the reactor

parameters such as size and toroidal field.

ASPECT RATIO AMD "t

The EF system is not especially sensitive to

aspect ratio, A •= Ro/a, nor 8 as shown in Figs.

5-6. The stored energy varies approximately as

A"1. Both the lower aspect ratios (vith Ra fixed)

and higher betas have higher currents, which

accounts for the Increase In stored energy.
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FIGURE 5. Stored enetgy as a function of aspect
ratio. (Rr) is fixed.) Base case equilibrium.
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FIGURE 6. Stored energy as a function of plasma
beta. Base case equilibrium.

PLASMA SHAPE

The EF system is quite sensitive to the plasma

cross scctior as shown in Ff.g. 7. In particular,

the more highly d-shaped plasmas are hard to pro-

duce: the natural configuration seems to be an

ellipse. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the more

highly D-shaped plasmas have a large amount of EF

current in the central region inboard of the TF

coils. It has been found previously that if EF

coils are not allowed in this region, then these

higher values of d cannot be produced,

difficulty in producing the more D-shaped

The

12



Equilibrium-Field Colls

©

0

FICURE 1. Equilibrium field coil model for a 6-m major radius reactor with 9 T
toroidal coils for a somewhat elongated D-shaped pl.i»ma with toroidal beta of 8%,
plasma current of 9.8 MA, and aspect ratio of 3.5. (N - 10 and A - 1 m.)

(determined by *,d); plasma beta, .'; safety fac-

tor, q; and plasma pressure profile. All of the

equilibria in this paper have q(0) > 1, q(a) - 3,

and a relatively broad pressure profile. The base

case is (k- - 1.65, d - 0.25, A « 3.5, li - 0.08,
TFr

Ro - 6 m, B • 9 T), similar to that of the

Argonne 1977 EPK design. '

The external field that Bust be produced by

the EF coils is the total field from the MID equi-

librium less that part of the field that is pro-

duced by tne plasma current itself. Figure 2

shows examples of these fields for various plasma

cross sections.

By varying the relative importance of the ex-

ternal field and the stored energy in the least-

squares minimization, one can get a range of con-

figurations, trading off accuracy in matching the

equilibrium against stored energy. The EF system

parameters given in this paper correspond to a

O.AX match to the desired external field. Experi-

ence has shown that if the EF coil configuration

reproduces the external field from the fixed bound-

ary HHD equilibrium to an average error of 0.41,

then the corresponding free boundary HHD equili-

libritim (where the liF colls arc specified instead

of the boundary shape) will adequately natch the

parameters and boundary of t'.w fixed boundary

equilibrium.

The EF coil radius is restricted to a <

0.33 n. Tliis restriction only appears in a feu of

the extreme cases. Only one reactor configuration

(Ro - 6 m, B
,TFC

13 T) calculated for this paper
max

had no solution with this restriction.

A final caveat is that no attempt was made to

decouple the EF and ohmic heating coil systems,

even though this is most likely desirable in prac-

tice. Decoupling would increase the EF system

stared energy, Ampere-turns, coil volume, etc. The

increase is not too great, however, if there is a

reasonably large number of coils.

NUMBER OF COILS

Figure 3 shows the relation between the stored

energy and the number of coils. With too few colls

it is difficult to match the equilibrium. For more

than about 10 coll pairs little Improvement is

gained and the access for vacuum ports, neutral

beams, and other penetrations is hampered. It

13
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FIGURE 2. Required equilibrium fielus for several plasma cross sections. The equilibria
all liavc Bt - 0.08, q(0) - 1, q(a) - 3, and A - 3.5. (The cases with field lines concave
to the right are unstable to vertical <Jispl..c<;iiH-'in s. )

should be noted that Fig. 3 is for a relatively

difficult (>. = 1.65, d • 0.25) plasma shape.

Fewer coils may be necessary for a more nearly cir-

cular shape. In addition, if some attest is nade

to optinize tlie coil locations for a particular

device, fewer colls nay be necessary. On the

other hand, in order to maintain the flexibility

to handle, for example, equilibria with different

parameters, it is desirable to include a reasona-

ble number of coils. In the rest of this study

the number of colls was held constant at N - 10

coil pairs.

0 5 K) 15 20
NUMBER OF EF COIL PAIRS

FIGURE 3. Stored energy as a function of the
number of coils. Base case equilibrium.

DISTANCE FROM TF COIL

The stored energy and other EF system parame-

ters are very sensitive to the distance, A, of the

EF coils from the TF coils. The relationship be-

tween the stored energy and this distance is shown

in Fig. 4. The EF colls must be sufficiently far
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PLASMA D-SHAPEDNESS

FIGURE 7. Scored energy as a function of elonga-
tion and D-sliapedness. The solid line is for .: -
1.65; the dashed line is for •: - 1.3; and the dash-
dot line is for r. • 1.0. The reason for the cross-
overs is that a given value of d represents more
distortion from the d • 0 case when the elongation
is less, as can be seen in Figure 2.

plasmas n u t be traded off against the fact that

such plasmas are predicted to have higher 8

value* and hence Increased performance.

It should ue noted as well that the More

highly elongated, D-shaped plasmas are unstable -o

vertical displacements; that is, the J * B force,

which is perpendicular to the external field lines

as shown in Fig. 2, has a component away from the

nidpldne. Even if the overall position can be

stabilized by feedback, locally this force may

tend to distort the plasma.

HA.1OR RADIUS

The EF system difficulty increases more slowly

with size than the volume does. This is primarily

because the plasma current increases slowly with

size for a £iven cross section and equilibrium.

The stored energy, in particular, increases a

little faster than Kj as seen in Fig. 9. This

scalir.s is favorable to large reactors.

K'lQ K-13 K'1.65

d'0.00

d*0.25

d'0.50

FIGURE 8. The EF system model as a function of elongation and D-shapedness.

IS
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FIGURE 9. Stored energy as a function of major
radius. The solid line is for B T r c = 7 1; the
dashed line is for 9 T; the dash^ot line is for
11 T; and the dotted line is for 13 T.

TOROIDAL FIELD

There is a strong dependence of the EF system

on the toroidal field, as shown in Fig. 10. The

stored energy, in particular, increases almost as

[B ] . This is faster than the square dependence
max

one might expect, because the higher field magnets

are thicker, making the EF coil further from the

plasma.

Figures 11 and 12 show the EF system model for

several values of toroidal field. It can be seen

that for the smaller reactor, fields higher than

about 9 T probably have too much current in the

central region to be practical. (Lesu current,

howevc, would be required for a more nearly

circular plasma.) There seems to be no essential

problem with high fields In the larger reactor,

but the EF colls are quite large and carry a sub*

stantlal amount of current.

FIT TO THE DATA

The stored energy for the range of cases

treated in this paper can be fit within an error

of 20% by the following formula:

u(GJ) - 1.3 •• 10-'*F(<,d)A-1 exp[0.53A(«l)J

where F(t^,d) is a conn factor with value unity for

the base case <K * 1.65, d - 0.25). The dependence

of this form factor is quite model dependent. The

data in this paper (see Fig. 7) are matched by:

F<.r,d) - 1.9 - 2.5 u + 1.4 K 2 + (11.7 - 20.0 r.

+ 7.0 r2)6 + (17.1 + 1.4 • - 4.0 r?)d2 .

It should be kept in mind that.d values greater

than 0.25 have a substantial amount of current In

the central region, and that a realistic system

would probably have a stronger increase of F(>. ,d)

witli i. It should also be recalled that small,

high-field reactors are more difficult than this

formula would indicate.

o

z

7-0 1-0 1M> 13-3

TOROIDAL FIELD AT COILS. T

o
>
o

70 90 110 13 0

TOROIDAL FIELD AT COILS. T
7-0 »« no uo

TOROIOAL FIELD AT COLS. T

FIGURE 10. Stored energy. Ampere-turns, and co i l volume as a function of toroidal f i e ld .
The so l id l ine i s for R - 6 m, the dashed l ine i s for R ' S i , and the dash-dot l ine i s
for R • 10 m.
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FIGURE 11. The EF system nodel as a function of toroidal field for a snail reactor.
Ho solution exists for the BJjjFC - 13 T case if the coils are constrained to be less
than 0.33 n, and the case shown is obviously impractical.
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FIGURE 12. The EF system model as a function of toroidal field for a large reactor.
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SHIELDING ID DECREASE TOROIDAL FIELD

RIFFLE III A TOKAMAK REACTOR

L. R. Turner, S-T. Vang and H. C. Stevens

AnCONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY.

AKCOMTC, ILLINOIS 60439

Although the large number of toroldal-fleld (TF) coll* enclosing the plasma

region of a typical tokaaak reactor severely limit access to the Interior, that

number Is needed to hold the ripple In the toroidal field to an acceptable value.

However, placing ferro-aagnetic Iron In the planes of the TF colls, radially In-

ward fro* the outer legs of the colls, can reduce the field ripple dramatically.

Klpple reduction possible with 16, 12 or 8 TF colls Is described. The nunber of

TF colls of the Argonne Experimental Power Reactor (EPS) design of 1977 can be

reduced fron 16 to 12, while at the same tine the ripple at the outer radius of

the plasma decreases froa 0.63% to D.53Z. Design of a lanlnated Iron structure

to accomplish this reduction is described. The advantage to the overall EFK de-

sign due to fewer component! and better access are also described.

INTRODUCTION below, the sixteen TF colls of the Argonne Experl-

The ripple in the toroidal field of a tokaaak mental Power Reactor (EFK) design * can be re-

reactor due to the Unite nucber of toroidal-field placed by twelve colls, with a decrease In field

(TF) colls causes particle and energy losses from ripple, if ferro-nagnetlc shield sections are used,

the plasaa, as has been discussed thoroughly else- Using twelve rather than sixteen coils allows the

where. ~ This ripple can be held to a tolerable following Improvements:

level, less than one percent, by using a relatively 1. Neutral beams can be Injected tangentially.

large nunber of TF coils, 16 to 24, or by using 2. Larger, higher conductance vacuum ports

larger TF colls than would otherwise be necessary, can be used so that fewer units are re-

with the outer legs of th* coils far from the quired.

t>lasma region. 3. The shielding and vacuum vessel can be

However, using more colls hampers access to Installed In fewer, larger pieces with

the plasma and makes assembly, operation and main- large aavlngs in fabrication costs,

tenance of the reactor more difficult. Making the 4. Fewer TF colls lead to savings in the cost

tF colls larger increases the size of the overall of cryostats and leads,

system; both approaches increase the cost of the 5. Supporting the blanket and shield from

reactor. Copper trim colls near the plasma re- below Is easier.

(Ion have also been suggested as a way to 6. Access for maintenance la decisively bet-

reduce the ripple. ter. Remote maintenance equipment can be

However, Incorporating some sections of ferro- simpler and maintenance time shorter.

Kgneclc Iron in the neutron shield of the reactor 7. Assembly of the reactor is decisively:

La a simpler way to reduce the ripple and thus easier and faster,

illow a tokamak with fewer TF coila. As shown
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Table 1. Field Ripple Reduction with Iron

Number Total Volu
of Coils of Iron

Field Ripple Field Ripple
Without Iron With Iron

8. Individual rf heating ducts can be used.

Their smaller size makes shielding them

much elopler.

9. The overall reactor layout can be better.

The neutral beams and vacuum ports need not

all be near the mldplane; sone could be at

floor level. Space around the reactor

could thus be better utilized, and the and shaping of the iron would lead to a device with

diameter of the building could be reduced, even fewer colls, a device that perhapn would be

RIPPLE REDUCTION- WITH IHO« ««re.ly recognizable as a tokanak.

Examination of the flux pattern near the outer FORCES AND FIELD DISTORTION

16

12

8

40 m 3

59 m3

162 m 3

0.631

2.28*

8.0Z

0.11X

3.9%

legs of the TF colls shows how the Iron segments

can reduce the ripple. The flux lines bulge out

between coils, leading to a field that la higher

in the plane of a TF coll than It is in a plane

between coils. If Iron Is placed radially inward

of the outer leg of a TF coll, the iron will pro-

duce a flux that Increases the field in the gap

between coils and dlninishes it In the plane of

the coll. In fact, if too much Iron is used, the

field ripple will change sign, with the field

higher between coils than in the plan* of a coll.

To study the effect of the Iron, the TF coll

system of the Argonne Experlnental Power Reactor

(EPR) design of 1977^ 7~" was used, with the num-

The 12 coll case was chosen for further study;

It conblnes a satisfactory field ripple of 0.532 •

with desirable access improvements over the 16 coil

case.

The forces between the colls and the Iron were

calculated. Each Iron segment was found to attract

the coil next to It with a force of IS.8 « 10 6 Nt

(3.5 « 10 6 lb). This force reduces the tension in

the coll by about ten percent. A similar force

attracts the Iron to the colls; dowel pics prevent

the Iron froo moving.

Interaction between the Iron and the pulsed

pololdal fields has also been exanlned. The Iron

produces negligible distortion of the pololdal field,

and lamination of the Iron will prevent undesirable

eddy current effects.

ber of coils and the size of the Iron segments

varied. The computation used the nagnet design

program GFUN-3D, ' developed at the Ruther-

ford Laboratory, which permits a three-dimensional

field calculation with saturated or unsaturated

Iron.

The field-ripple reduction possible with 16,

J2 or 8 TF coll, i* shown in Table 1. In each case c a t e < J f r o a L ^ o/$n) ^ ^ ^ J £ M 1

thr ripple is measured at the outer radius of the

jplasma, 6.7 a. The field ripple Is defined to be

DESIGN OF THE IRQ:: LAMINATE ASSEMBLIES

General design features arc shown In Figs. 1

and 2. The iron laminate assembly inserts are

c-shaped measuring 5 meters in height, 1.2 meters in

width and 0.8 meters thick. The inserts are fabri-

fl^ - B n l n)/2B. For 16 or 12 colls, the iron

fits conveniently within the colls; if it were

jdeslrable, the amount of iron could be adjusted

to reduce the ripple even aore. For eight coils,

on the other hand, the ripple could not be re-

duced to less than about four percent without

adding SO much iron that access would be lnpalred.

plates coated with a flla Insulator. The plates

are assembled into a laminate arrangement sandwiched

between two stainless steel end plates 5 cm. thick.

As shown in Fig. 3, the outer portion of the lami-

nate package is joined by welding 2.5 cm. thick x 20

cm. wide cross plates to the open sandwich, thus

joining the end plates and the steel core plates.

The inner portion of the assembly is bolted using

Insulating sleeves and washers thus forming a mono-

Jowerer. it is possible that . more careful design l l t h l c ,« l f_ l l p p o l. t t o l g s t r u c t u « . This unit i*
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FIGURE 1 . A Field Ripple I n s e r t , Showing Iron
Laminations and C'-'ntaliuaent.

FIGURE 3 .
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FIGURE 2. Dimension* of the Field Ripple Insert.

Field Ripple Insert: Details of Con-
tainment.

self-supporting and weighs about 40,000 leg. (83

tons). This insulated structure minimizes the

effects of eddy currents from the pulsed pololdal

fields.

The Iron laminate assemblies are readily inte-

grated into the existing EPK shielding as shown in

Figures 4 and S. Each assembly is located directly

under the outer portion of a TF coil, twelve in all.

The normal shielding in this zone consists of a 90

cm. thick array starting from the inner (plasma)

portion outward of stainless steel (2 en.), borated

graphite (IS cm.), stainless steel (5 C B . ) , lead

mortar (70 cm.) and aluminum outer skin (13 cm.).

The first 17 cm. consisting of stainless steel and

borated graphite remain intact while the lead aortar

and aluminum outer skin are removed to receive the

80 cm. thick iron laminate. Since the borated graph-

ite section is the last major portion of shielding

requiring cooling, the Iron laminate is relatively

free from the need-for- foread cooling due to radia-

tion attenuation heating effects. Induced forces
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Elevation Section of Experimental Powei
Reactor, ShowlnR Location of Field

.Ripple Insert.

acting on the iron laminate assembly tend to push

it out of the shield position into Che TF coll.

The force of 3.5 x 10s lb is easily restrained with

dowel pins in the botton of the assembly anchored

to the fixed lower blanket shie'd support structure

base, Fig. 2. The upper portion of thz assembly is

restrained with lug claaps wherein all the shield

block are joined together poloidally transmitting

forces as a ring in tension.

Although no maintenance problems arc antlci*

pated, handling these large 68-ton Iron laminate

assemblies has been given special attention since

they are relatively inaccessible to direct handling

with the overhead building crane. Removal or re-

placement of the assembly is done in two stages

after first having renoved the adjacent shielding

blocks. First a set of heavy duty casters are

bolted to the lower portion of the asseably and a

load carrying guide rail stub installed; sinilarly,

a upper guide stabilizing rail and roller a y c t «

are Installed. The lower rail ia brought into load

bearing condition with hydraulic jacks and the iron
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laainate anenbly rolled out from under the TF

coll. The second operation simply aakes use of

the overhead crane to lift the assembly clear of

the reactor.

The 12 coll system also permits larger neutral

beau ports, which say be desirable.

Intra Coll Access

Figure 4 shows a 50* Increase In space between

TF colls, 3m vs 2a for a 12 vs 16 coil system*.

For the ANL EFR design, access to the reactor is in-

SYSTEH ADVANTAGES

There are substantial advantages and cost

savings associated with the reduction in the nun- creased. Design of structures to support the blan-

ber of TF coils in the EPR reactor. Fewer, larger ket and shield from below becomes easier and less

components yield a savings in fabrication which

is proportional to the ratio of the nuaber of

colls. Thus in the EFR, going from 16 to 12 TF

coils leads to a 20-252 reduction in fabrication

costs of mjst items within the TF coll envelope.

Some advantages of using the iron laminate assem-

blies, in addition to reduction of the field ripple,

are discussed below:

costly. Overhead operations required for mainte-

nance ?£tlvities becoae easier and will result in

faster operations and less complicated equipment.

The Increased access also permits the use of larger

vacuum ports, with increased conductance.

Larger Modular Sizing

Host of the components within the umbrella of

the TF colls are sized on the basis of the nuaber

12 vs 16 TF Coils of TF colls, primarily for assembly and disassembly

Cost savings are realized by reducing the num- purposes. Usually a modular wedge associated with

ber of cryoscats and vacuum jackets by four. Since one TF coil oust as a niniaua be divided into two

the total number of turns remains constant, there parts, one under and one between TF colls. Thus

is a 30Z increase in the weight of each coll; but

that results in little or uo economic penalty.

Fabrication of the inner cryostat and Insulation

jacket is simplified with 25% fewer joints along

with greater assessibility for assembly. Fewer

the fewer the number of TF coils, the fewer the

nuaber of components, although the components will

be of slightly larger size. This factor leads to

lowering the total cost by something approaching

the fabrication cost of each component not fabri-

coil supports are required, with consequent lower cated. Thus a savings of 20 to 2SZ of the total

resultant heat losses, yielding smaller refrigera- fabrication costs of the EFR shield, blanket,

tion needs and savings in the cryogenics systen.

Other ancillary systems yield savings where fewer

nuabers of components are required such as power

supply, lead lines, cryogenic connections, cryo-

genic volume, dump resistors, cryogenic capacity,

etc.

vacuua vessel, support structures, etc. can be

realized. In addition, disassembly and maintenance

operations are easier and acre quickly handled,

reflecting an operational savings in down tlae.

Tangential Neutral Beam Lines

Iron Laainate Shielding

Part of the added cost of the iron laainate is

recovered due to the elimination of the shielding

Figure A shows a tangential beam line arrange- material it replaces. The iron is at least as good

ment which is restricted in a 16 TF coil system but a shield; consequently the shielding function is not

fits into a 12 coil system. This feature would compromised by the substitution,

becoae very important if future development shows REFERENCES

that neutral beam injection at these angles into

th. P L » a is required. In addition, th. overall U T* E' s « l n « « . *«*• *»io»- « • P- « »

building service flow space and containment build- * * 2Ji (1973)"^ ' **** '• " u c l

in, dia«»ion, would be reduced by .everal meters. 3 ^ „ D , v l B M n , Mucl. Fu,lon, is, p. 7 3 1 a 9 7 7 ) .

adding to the cost savings.

~'
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A PULSED KWM SUPPLY FOR
TDKMUX EQUIUMXIttl FIELD COILS"

•• F. tntg

Argonne National Laboratory
Artam*. Illinois

auwuwr
An effLelent thyrlstor switching e lnul t gen-

erates 1.1 kJ EAffnet pulse*. A 1 - cos ut current
rise or typically 2 u U adjuatable In safnltude
and duration. It 1* folloiwd by a 100 as flattop
and a X • coa wt current decrease.

INTRODUCTION

rualon naetlona can be obtained by heating
Caaeous deuterlua -tritium ruel to a tesperature of
1100 * 10* °C (D • I -» *Jle • n • energy). In a
Tokaoak, Illustrated by Fit. 1, three mcnetle
field consonants are esployed to hold the plusae In
a rlnf-ahaped vaeuiut vessel or 'dougbitut'. A to-
roidal sagnst Meld (TF) ia (aneratad by eoll i
•and around the vacuua diaaber. A second field
eoaponent la the obalc heating field (OH) which
produces current In the plaaaa using either an Iron
or air core tranaforoer. Finally, to achieve
equilibrium * vertical field (IF) la provided by
toroidal atatinga above an* below the vacuua

Kg. 1
A •epreaentatlva
ToUaak Qratea.

asa
Ike plaaaa la ercatal by l«j«ctlnf a m i l

aamnt of (as la. the vacaw vessel and loalxinf It
by trajuforaer action. A clreulatlnc current In
the plaaaa produces Iz* heattag; the plaaea Is the
accondary (iadlnf of the OH coll. Aa the teaper-
ature foea ap. plaaaa resistance decreases and
loeses, for eiaaplo by radlatloa, lacreaae. The
taaaaratara reached «h*a the Isaacs balance the
haatlaf la beloa fusloa taaairature. Additional '
heatlac aatloda a n therefore aaaaed. lauac those
«hleh have bean aaad are adlabatic eoopKsslon,
aeatral heaa Injection and radio freeuenqr keatlac.
aatork aapported by the I.S. BepartsMt of Energy.

In adlabatlc coapression the aagnetlc field
ia raised rapidly; as a consequence the plasaa fa
caa îr«3sed and heated.

Because electrically neutral hydrofen atoae
can eross the aagnetlc field, high cner(y neutral
•eaaa can be Injected Into the plassa. The hydro-
fen atone are ionised by the plesca and trapped by
the aafnetlc field, lfcey transfer tbeir Uaetle
enerfy to the plaaaa by colllalon.

Kifh frequency Gselllatlng currenta caa b*
Induced In the plena by cnerfy supplied froa
eitemal mvefiildcs. The fr«;uenclis are cbsaaa
to aatch reflona there the energy absorpttsa la
very Mth (resonances). In this nay power say ha
transferred to the plain*.

la present Tokeaaks, the piazza la ccn-.slsed
for up to 0.5 •• the repetition rate la typically
onee every 1 to 10 alnulea. The physical alee at
eiperlarntal Tokutaka varies froa units about ) ft
kifh and aa outer dlawter of < ft costing about
1)00,000 to hufh eysteas costing hundreds at adl-
Ueas ol dollars. Figure 2 Is a conceptual deal^g
of a power fusion reactor which aay becone a
nal l ty around the year 2000.

SSaaau
tStStm

Kg. a rnanaptaal Dealga of the Argonna Tokaaak
Ctperlaaatal tocr ieactor.
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At ArfsntM National laboratory a c u l l Tokaaak
la being build for plasma engineering eiperlaents
(APEX). Will* APEX will tave a aide variety of
potential application. It Initially «111 be used
Tor radio frequency and plasma-wall Interaction
experiments. The design parameters for APEX art
li lted In Table I.

TABLE I

AP£X-Tokatunk Design Parameters

51.5 cmMajor Radius fly

lllnor Radius r

Toroidal liegnet Field »t

Plasma Currant

Pulse Length

Repetition Rate

Expected Peak Temperatures

Electrons

Ions

K.5 ca
2.9 T

-vllO kA

100-190 m*

on* pulse every 2 Bin.

* « l l O « » C

* 2.J X 10* °C

Tf Coll System

20 pancakes 25 turns each

Inductance . 90 aH

Resistance 24 ati

Peak rover Requirement 7 It* >

OH Coll System

4 palra of colls

Inductance

Resistance

. Peak Power Requirement

M turns 2 x (17,9,1)

2.2 *X

10 aO

300 k*

EF Coll System,

2 patra of 9-turn co i la

Inductance, 0.244 BH

Rcslatanc* 0 .7} mfl

Peak fewer Requirement 300 W

This paper* describes brief ly the power supply
c i rcu i t s for the IF and OH c o l l s and in more detai l
an e f f i c i ent sirltchlnf c ircui t for pulsing the £F
c o l l s or APEX.

POKER SUPPLT FOR TOROIDAL FItXD COILS

An e a s t i n g 2 .8 1M power supply »1H t e used
t o energlie tha TF c o i l * . Figure 3 shoos it sim-
pl i f i ed c i rcu i t d tagna . The supply consiUt* of
four 3-pbase r e c t i f i e r g r a s s operating in paral-
l e l through lnterphaje t r a a s r o n e n . This resul ts
In a dc source with 12-phas* r ipple . This supply
operates ungrounded. Tbe 720 Hz ripple I s reduced
to insignif icant values by a lo» pass f i l t e r co«-
Brlalnf U C x , C2, and R2.*

During th» r i se time of the current tha poe*r
supply operates as a power rect l f l«r a t f u l l ds
output voltage. When the flattop value of 11 M l a
reached the power supply voltage Is reduced by n i -
t l f l e r phase control to a value which I s equal to
the Hi-drop In the TF c o l l s .

Fig. 1 2.8 U» Power supply for Toroidal Field
Coll*.

A ground fault or tbe power supply or of a TF
co l l l a detected by tbe c ircu i t comprised of r e s i s -
tor* R3 and relay * i . A ground fault wi l l complete
a c ircuit path through relay *i which w i l l responl
to current* a. 0 .3 A and In i t ia te shutdown of tbe
power supply. A balanced bridge circuit made up by
the two halves of the TF c o l l s and resistors R4 and
»5 w i l l detect voltage unbalance between tbe two
salves of the TF c o l l s . This protects the TF c o i l s
against partial l o s s o f cooling water, shorted
turns, overheating or terminal Interconnection*,
e t c . In case of a power failure or a t r ip of tbe
1 3 * kV c ircui t breaker (CB>, one lenitRm in each
of the four rec t i f i er groups trill keep on conduct-
ing t. 275QA. After a fraction or a second pro-
tect ive c i rcu i t s w i l l c lose shorting switch S ^ am*
the TF c o l l s w i l l discharge x. 3 Ml Into resistor « j
within 9 seconds. As bsck-up protection, spark gap
Pi I s connected In parallel with the shorting
•witch. At tbe end of f lattop the current i s
srottfht t o aero with a negative power supply out-
put voltage obtained by rectifier phase control.
Tola reverse* tbe direction* of power flow and the
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tuttfy stored In the XT call* 1* returned to th*
40 Ms power line except for circuit losses.

CK COII, m m atmx

A* shown In Fig. t charging or th« OH call to
* 1 0 M l i initiated »y turning an thrylator S,.
Thla appllae 1i * dc across tk* OH-coll and u n u
resistors R, and *2. Men th* coll current has
reached } kX, thyrlator S* of th* tum-orf circuit
It turned on. Thl* M U H I th* ctirft on capacitor
C, to discharge throufh Lx via S, and through Ri
and R2 via 3 , , Si, and rs-1. The r m r i t current

i through Sj and th* rever** voltage provided ky Cx
'•111 tum off Si in < 25 us. Thyrlstor S, turns off
•hen th* current In th* OKllUtory Lx, Vt, circuit
trl*« to revars*.

(a) Slapllfltd Sctwaatla Magraa

I

(k) Current and Toltaf* •amlbna

Mf. 4 row»r SuppUaa for M ani IF Colls

•ben Sj -turn* orf, th* OR coll 41acharc« Into
l \ an* t j . th* raatatwaa valuu of thaaa m l i -
t a n kav* kaaa •elact** to fore* an OH wltag* of
J W, eorraaponalac to «t » for th* on* t a n alaaaa,
aaa to provla* an U* tin* coaataat of l . J M .
•TUr'% 0.1 aa thyrlator Sj la tarn** on aaortlnf

resistor Rj tharati/ lncreauliu; th* dluchar^a tlaa
constant to 3 aa.

Ohm th* voltag* across the OH coll nts decay*!
k*lo» IK V, tnyrlator S2 la turned on. Thl* pro-
vides during the plasaa burn period a 150 V drlvlnf
fore* fro* power supply PS-2 which causes the OH
coll currant to go throufh zero and to -3 kA.

Th* bum period la terminated by reversing th*
voltage of PS-2 ky a»ans of rectifier phase control
which forces tb* OH coll current to zero in ^ £i as.

Thyrlstor*

For clarity, the ttayrlstors of the circuit of
fig. 4 are shorn aa single units. In reality the**
cooponenta mrm satde up by connecting several units
in aeries. Voltage sharing Between these units
during steady-state and during transient coniltlona
is achieved in the custcmry way with resistors and
capacitors. The only thyriator esdeably with strin-
gent turn-off requlreavnta la Si. Here we use
alght Batched thyrlators in scries, each having a
reverse recovery charge of 00 pC 2. 9 *C,

EF COIL POWER SUPPLY

Bower Supply for I n i t i a l Operation

Initially tb* EF colls will be energized as
shown in Fig. i. In thla circuit the current rise
in the ft «11* la drive* ky the voltage across the
OH coll . Tkyrlator S4 i s a anna to idjuat this
current rise. If thyrlstor S4 la turned on vhea Si
turns off aaxiaaai rate of current rise i s obtained.
Tb* turn-on of S^ can i t delayed with aicrosecscd
araeialoa, thl* provides eitrenely fine control
over the initial rate of current rise in the ~-
*olla and of the peak current value. During i t s
rise tlaa the current is described by

/ , . TEF -at ( 2 )

I o • •arrant In OH coll whan S^ turns on,
• j , %2 > raalatora shown la Fig. 4,

Im • ladattanc* of OK coll,
Igp. • tadactanre of EF coll.

Throughout this paper It la asauavd that the
lossca la ta* ON and EF colls a n wellgiblc .

V* faak carnat value la the EF coll la aala-
talaad ky the voltage of the scries connected power
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supplies PS-2 and Ps-J. The output of power supply
FS-2 Is regulated for OH coll rs<|ulrt«iils. ThU
leaves the £ 7} V or PS-3 to control the EF coll
current In s fecitlMck loop frca tlw plasza radial
position Eonltor. The current can lie changed dur-
ing ths 100 ma burn period st a rate or di/dt £ £
7) V/O.JU ssH i i 300 kA/j.

At ths end of the burn period the £F coll cur-
rent Is brought to zero when -229 V are connected
across ths EF colls . This is done by Inverting

• po«er supplies FS-2 and PS-3 by scans of rectifier
phase control.

Payer Supply to Control the EF Col la Independently
frca the OH Coll

In the circuit or Fig. 4 the EF colls taint be
designed to be compatible with the voltage Induced
In the OH coll . The circuit has no Independent
control or the shape and only Halted control of
the ragnltude and duration of the EF coll driving
voltage before the "flattop" i s reached. Its power
supply PS-2 Dust be capable of providing X. 6 kA; up
to 3 kA Tor each the OH Slid EF col ls .

In placa of the exponentially rising current
of eq (1), which Is locked In t l w and ngnltuds to
l ie OH coll current, an Independently adjustable
current rise with a 1 - cos tit shape w.is desired.
The simplified circuit of Fig. 5 will cenerate such
• pulse as illustrated t>y Fig. 6. By removing ths
EF colls froa the circuit of Fig. 4 the rating or
PS-2 can be reduced to J t*.

This circuit should also b« useful for study-
Ing adlabatlc compression In s a i l rjchlneij the
power supply mets the requirements of a fast cur-
rent rlsa, long flattop and high field energy.

In the circuit of Fig. 5 switch So Is close*
for time Interval tt • t j - t a to charge capacitor
C to voltage tg tram ths battery through current
Halting resistor «o . At tine tj switch Sj Is
clO9ed und s l l other switches sr< open. This
M u m cepicltor C to discharge Into l i as shorn
In Fig. 6.

(3)

where.

At tin t2 the current In I-i Is at Its peak
value I_ and C Is discharged. At this tine £-2 Is
connected In parallel with Lj by closing switch Sj.
With switches Si and S, closed and all other
switches open the loop currenta are:

M

CM

s in V (6)

where

Fig. i Ideal Switching Circuit.

Fie- 6 Mrnronu Cemrtted by th« Circuit or
Mg. 3.

In order to achieve co«plet« tramtfer of
energy, the Inductance of auxiliary Inductor Lj la
«ade equal to the Inductance Xg of the EF coll*.
For Li • lg the loop current! become:

0.J Ip (1 • COS

h ' «•» x
p «1 " '

">&
sin i

If)

I*')
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The energy transfer tla* la

t j • t^ - t 2 - » (O.» LC)' ( 7 )

At t , half of the circuit energy la stored In the
capacitor and one quarter of the circuit energy la
atored In each Lj and L2.

At tin* t, current 1 , la at Ita peak and the
circuit energy 1* atored In Lj. At thin tine
a«ltch Sj la clojed and a l l other switches are open,
the •flattop" current flows for a tlae at = t ; -tjj,
i t la controlled by the voltage F.pj> which deter-
•ines the u i l a u a rate of change, dl/dt « t/L

The flattop la terminated at tlac t j «hen
a«ltch S) la opened and switches Sj and S; are
elosed again.. Tbla cauiea the current to tranafcr
froa l2 to L, between tlaes t j and t ^ a l l the c ir-
cuit energy la In t \ . By opening snitch S2 and
keeping Sj closed thla energy la transferred to Cj.
between t i u a 17 and t ig . At tla* tjo Mitch S t
la opened and a«ltch So la closed to enable paver
asurce F_ to sako up circuit loaaei and charge cap-
acitor C to Ita original voltage.

A thyrlator circuit wMch perrons the func-
tlona described above la shown In Fig. 7. In thl*
circuit a aeall dc po«er supply FS-1 cnarges'tapec-
ltor bank Cx In i t ia l ly and later cakes up circuit
IOSMI . The charging circuit eoaprlsing l^, *o,
Cx and thylator So la slightly underdaapsd to
anure that So turna off at the end of the charge

MM Off CKWI

Fig. 7 Ikyrlator Circuit to Ceaerate the (avefora*
of Fig. 6.

The circuit operation la describe* with t t f -
erence to Figs. 6 and 7. At U s * t , thyrlator S,
turn* on an* C! alechargea Into I*. At tlac t 2
current l j la at l t e peak, Cj la discharged and
thyrlator 5p la turned on- to connect 1$ In parallel

with Ci and Li. Current 1} decrease* ar^ current
1 ? rlaea aa deicrlbed by equation! U1) and (»'). At
tlaa t . thyrlator Si Is turned on and Sj turni off;
the charge accuaulated on Ci dlachargea Into L .̂
The current In Lg la at l t j peak at ttce t^. Turn-
Ing on Sj at thla t lae r i l l crowbar L̂  and the cur-
rent la aalntalncd by power aupply P5-2. This
power aupply la alao used to keep the plaaaa cen-
tered in the vacuux veaiel by controlling the EF
coll current In a feedback loop froa the plasaa
radial position monitor. The flattop Is terminated
at tlae t j when thyrlator S4 of the turn-off
circuit and thyrlatori S2 and S) arc turned on.
Tlie charge on C2 drives the current through S3 to
zero turning Sj off. This causea the current to
transfer froa L2 to Lj between tlotes t^ and tj.
At tine t±, S3 turns off and Ŝ  Is turr.ed on, tranv-
Serring tn* energy accuaulated In C} to L^.

At t7 a l l the circuit energy la In L,. With
Si s t i l l conducting ar.d S2 turned off, this energy
la transferred to Ĉ  between tlaes t7 and tR. To
charge C1 In the right polarity for the suit EF
coll pulse, Sf la turned on at t lae tg. This
causes the charge on Ĉ  to be reversed at t lce t}Q.
rower supply PS-1 aialces up for circuit losses by
charging Ĉ  to ita original voltage after tlae
t 1 0 .

Satursble reactor Lj Halts dl/dt for 3 it*
•hen Sj energizes the crowbar circuit. In the turn
eTf circuit hi aervea the ease purpose when £•. con-
nects turn-off capacitor Cj across Sj. When S)
turns off } kX flow froa l | throujh S2 and Sj lsta
Ci and L,. Reactor Lj Halts dl/dt for these I t j -
rlstors for about J us. All or these tloa delay .
reactors have re jet windings because their norsal
circuit current la unidirectional.

The energy transfer tlaa, current Tlse t)sa,
given by *q. (7) can be changed by changing the
value of Cj. Of course changing Cj will alao
change tae peak current, (4 (3) , unlea* we coa-
pensete by altering the charge on the capacitor.

The waveforms or Fig. 6 can only be realized
with circuit cocponents that have no losses and
•lth Ideal witches, circuit and switching losses
deafen the oscillation and prevent current 1, to
go to zero at tlae Vj. Mth i , > 0 at tlae {7 thy-
rlator Sj does not turn off and Li, L2 and Cj
rcaaln connected; the circuit oscillates for an-
other 3/4 cycle. To correct this, energy auat bs
added to C, during the flattop tlac ( t j - t 4 ) . This
lncmses the current aaplltudea after tloe t> and
forcei I2 to zero.

Figures I through 12 are oscilloscope pictures
oT a prototype circuit operating s t t 150 A. The
coll curreats were aaasured with coaxial shunts
shown as * ! and «2 in Fig. 7.2

la Flga. sa to 8c the current l j In auxiliary
. inductor Li la shown. Figure aa covers the whole

aals* duration t , 0 - t j . Figure 8a anows 1] during
At • t{ ~%i; a slneaavs current rise i s followed
by a 1 » cos wt current decrease. Figure Iz shows
the current for At • t io - t } ; a 1 - cos ut curraat
rise la followed by a coslnewav*.
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20 as/en, SO

(8b) At - t^ - t j , 1 ns/ca, $0 A/c».

(9a) i t • t^ -%2, 20 us/cm, 50 A/c*

(9b) At - t^ - t 2 , 1 ca/cm, 50 A/c».

(8e) I t • t1Q - t j , 1 BS/CB, 50 A/CB.

Fig. 8 W«veforBj of Current 1^ In Coll Lj

Figures 9a to 9c shew traces of the current
t . In inductor L2 ( t o e ^ coil) for the same tine
intervals. Figure 9a depicts the flattop pulse.
Figures 9b Illustrates the 1 - cos ut current rise.
it email spik* i s generated at the beginning of
flattop when Ŝ  turns off and S3 turns on; a cor-
responding aplka i s seen in i 1 as shorn in Fie. 8b,
It ia generated xhen S2 and Sj turn off. The email
current spike at the beginning or rinttop can oe
tolerated because mat of the cagnetlc field gen-
erated by It will he attenuated In the wall or the
Tokauak vacuua vessel. '

(yc) i t =• t ? -tJt 1 ira/cnip 50 A/cm.

Fig. 9 Haverorm or Current i 2 in Cotl Lj.
(XT Coll)

The voltage on energy transfer capacitor Ĉ  lai
ahoim In Figs. 10a to 10c for the tice Intervale
Mentioned for Fig. 6. As chom in Fig. 10a approx-
imately 70 ms before the end of flattop, thjrrlstor
Sg l i turned on to add turn-off energy to the capao-
ltor. At ti&e t j Inductor Lj Increases thil eoergj
thereby back biasing S,, and turning i t off.

(10a) i t
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(10b) it - t, -t , , 1 su/ca, 50 V/».

(10c) at - t1Q - t } , 1 M/ca, JO V/Clt.

Fl(. 10 aaveronu of Voltage *Ci
Transfer Capacitor C .̂

Figures l la and lib llluatrat< circuit opera-
tion whan no turn-off energy Is added to tha cap-
acitor durlnf nattop tla*. Tha capicitora voltage
la shown In Fif. l la for tha t l a . span t , 0 -t^.
Curraata l j and l j a n shown In Fl(. l ib for
i t • t i o -*>. WitSi 12 not going to zero, thyrlstor
52 reemlns turned on. Thyrlstors 5^ ana Sj alter-
nately carry current until S« turns off when Ci
haa a poaitlva eharf* l c cyciaa after tbe and of
nattop. Mth Sj • t i l l conductlnf tbe. current
elrculatlnf In tte Inductor* dacaya exponentially
to xero.

tig. l ib Current! l t and U If no Turn-off Energy
la Mded to Ci During Flattop.
at - t w - t j , 1 u /cn . JO V c - .

Hie turn-off circuit In Fl£. 7 iv&3 cbO3«n
because It adda l i t t l e lnductanca to the crowbar
circuit. HoKvar, It cause] aoa* adJltlonal circuit
losaea «hleh could be avoided »lth a turn-off cir-
cuit designed on tbe principle of the turn-off c lr-
calt or Fit. 4-

Mien at tlae t j thjrrlator S, applies tum-off
capacitor C2 across S3 tha capacitor potential «c2
la In series with puver supply PS-2 and voltage
•C. on capacitor C,. nu sua of tbew voltages
t*C? * *Ci * «fs-2l ' • t>mc1' blatlnf tti^rlators Sj
awTS,. After Si haa turMd oCv, thlj back bias
la removed linen Inductor t j drives a current
through C2 via St. U,. U , and P5-2 c^rctng I t to
• Mfatlva poUntlal. The tnltage reversal 00 tbe
3> »F capacitor C2 la alum la Flf. 12. la this
•articular case the energy aond froa li to C; Is
MJ. The (ate drives for S2 and Sj a » 100 us locf
•asurlnf turn-on of theae th/rlstora as soon aa the
sack hits voltage Is reaoved.

12 Voltage *C2 on Turn-o.f Capacitor Cj.
»t - t j • 200 ye, 20 »a/caj, 100 V/ca.
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2. t. t. Tract, ••reclaim Coailal liinjanln
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Fig. l la aavefom of Voltage eC l If no Turn-off
energy la *Med.
at - t w - t x , 20 •»/«. , 50 V / c .
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AN AliALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVAILABLE MATERIALS

PROPERTIES AND ALLOWABLE FUSION' REACTOR DESIGN CONDITIONS

S. D. Harknes*. S. Sfajumdar and B. Mlsra

AKGONNE HATIOI1AL LABORATORY

AKOHNE, ILLINOIS 60439

and

B. Craoer, J. Davis and D. Kutner

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTKOKAUTICS COMPANY

ST. LOL'IS, MISSOURI 63166

A study was conducted to define the limitations In system performance that

resulted from the selection of either Type 316 stainless steel or an idealized

tranatiiua alloy for a lithium-cooled tokamafc fusion reactor system. These

studies resulted in a definition of the physical properties for fatigue, creep-

fatigue, crack growth and creep rupture that were required to achieve a goal

life of 10 MW-yr/m2. The fatigue and creep-facigue properties of annealed stain-

less steel appear marginal while the exoected vanadium properties appear quite

adequate. The potential benefits of both cold work and irradiation on the

fatigue properties of Type 316 stainless steel were identified. The crack

growth analysis again showed that the Type 316 stainless steel properties may

be in seed of improvement. The creep rupture requirements were found to be in

line with the United available data on irradiated stainless steel.

Available material properties often limit the stainless steel nay limit the development of an

designers ability to construct an economical, effi- economic commercial tokataak reactor design,

cient system. This paper is an attempt to begin to The following highlights emerged from the

quantify the limits imposed on a tokamak fusion creep-fatigue analysis:

reactor design by the selection of Type 316 stain- 1. Based on the use of unlrradiated proper-

less steel as the structural material. Specifically ties, annealed Type 316 stainless steel

the cyclic loading inherent to tokamak operation wist be limited to wall loadings of less

va* analyzed for its effect on the lifetime oH than 2.S MU/n2 for a 1 sinute burn cycle

the first wall structure. System study' '"' analy- If a 10 >W-yr/m2 life is to be achieved,

sis has shown that there Is strong economic incen- The availability of a 6 ainute burn cycle

ti»e to achieve a nininum of a T- l'j MW-yr/c2 life- would allow wall loadings of 3.6 MU/n2

time at a wall loading of at least 2 MW/m2. The while a 60 ninute burn cycle would enable

results of the present assessment of creep-fatigue 7 MU/»2 wall loadings, based on a fatigue

and crack growth properties Indicate that as criteria,

presently understood, the use of annealed Type 316
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2. Coldworking Type 316 stainless steel Is

expected to allow higher wall loadings

(up to ̂  U MW/m2 {or the 1 ainucc burn

cycle case).

3. the ixxadiation strengthening o£ annealed

Type 316 stainless steel may result In

higher allowable wall loadings (up to

-v- 4.6 MW/a2 for the 1 minute burn cycle

case).

4. Vanadlua alloy* are not expected to be

Halted by their fatigue properties due

to the relatively low thermal stresses

that are generated.

5. Kadiation enhanced stress relaxation is

expected to cause the first wall to be

only stressed by the primary coolant

pressure during the burn. The large

stresses resulting from the radial tem-

perature gradient are only present during

the down time. This phenomenon serves to

minimize the amount of expected creep

damage.

Major points emerging from the crack propagation

analysis included:

1. For a wall loading of 2 MW/m2 a reduction

In expected crack propagation rates of a

factor of 40 may be necessary if a 10

Mf-yr/m2 lifetime is to be achieved for a.

system with a 6 minute burn cycle. Crack

propagation therefore appears to be the

life Uniting property for a stainless

steel first wall structure.

2. Crack propagation is not expected to be

governed by fracture toughness considera-

tions.

3. Crack growth rates in lithium may be

significantly slower than the available

daca vhich were obtained in air. Experi-

mental data on Irradiated material taken

in the expected reactor chemical environ-

nsnt axe badly needed.

The conclusions reached by this study were

based on a thermal-hydraulic analysis of both cy-

lindrical and U-bend, lithium cooled first wall

modules. The stress analysis based on the thermal

histories calculated for different burn cycles

was then used as input to the estimates of the

creep-fatigue and crack propagation behavior. A

description of each phase of the analysis is pre-

sented in the following sections.

THERMM. HYDRAULICS ASP STRESS ANALYSIS

The pulsed nature of tokamak-based power

reactors has the consequence of cyclically loading

the first wall. Thermally Induced cyclic stresses,

which occur in parallel with steady state stresses

due to the coolant pressure may cause creep, fa-

tigue, and crack growth related first wall

failures.

Liquid metal coolants are inherently attract-

ive due to their superior heat transfer charac-

teristics, however, the use of an electrically

conducting fluid in the presence of large magnetic

.field* gives rise to a number of adverse fluid

dynamic and heat transfer effects, such as flow

separation, suppression of convection, modification

of velocity profiles and creation of a boundary

layer, and the development of large pressure losses

due to aagnetohydrodynamic effects. Of all the

disadvantages of using a liquid metal as the cool-

Ing medium, the interaction of the magnetic field

with the velocity field (giving rise to large

pressure losses) has been cited as the most

important consideration in selecting an electri-

cally conducting fluid such as lithium as the

coolant.

The tokamak reactor blanket cell configuration

depicted In Fig. 1 is representative of the type of

design normally employed. Blanket cells may be

thought of as a variation of baysnet coolers with

coolant entering through a duplex inlet pipe having

an electrically insulated Interface and then re-

turning through the annulus. Several such cells

•are aseumed-to-be-comnected is parallel through

cosanm inlet and outlet headers.
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FIGURE 1. Tokamak Blanket Cell Schematic.

In the present studies two lithium cooled

structural systems were evaluated. These were a

first wall geonetry in the form of (a) a cylin-

drical module with a hemispherical cap and (b) a

U-bend configuration. These first wall configura-

tions along with components of stress are shown in

Fig. 2. Thermal-hydraulic analyses were conducted

on each of these systems to establish temperature

distributions, temperature histories and coolant

pressures.

HEMISPHERICAL CAP COSFIGURATIOH

Important variables included for this con-

figuration were the end geometry and amount of

restraint associated vith the first-wall nodule,

the maximum temperature allowable (in a system

representative of either an austenitic stainless

steel or a vanadium alloy), the wall loading, the

burn time, the presence or absence of stress re-

laxation and the maximum magnetic field. The cell

wall thickness was set at 3 am, based on minimizing

HOOT STMSS <r.

FIGURE 2. Schematic of First Wall Systems Analyzed

In this study.

the primary stresses induced by the coolant pres-

sure and the thermal stresses.

For typical fusion reactor geometry and oper-

ating conditions, the pressure loss due to wall

shear is small compared with the pressure loss due

to MHD effects; hence, only the MflJ pressure losses

were considered. In calculating the total pressure

drop, the coolant path was divided into four re-

gions: (a) inlet to blanket, (b) return through

the blanket cell annulus, (c) inlet and exit

through a shield, and (d) inlet and exit through

magnets. In addition, allowance was made for a

minimum Inlet pressure.

A one-dimensional steady-state heat transfer

analysis was carried out by dividing the blanket

cell into (a) inlet piping, (b) the first wall, (c)

cell annulus and (d) cell side walls. These calcu-

lations were used to act the optimum coolant vel-

ocity for a given wall loading and to establish the

general thermal characteristics of the system.

Kesults wert used to establish the cell geometry



as well as the ranges of neutron wall loading and

coolant Islet velocities. Subsequently, a three-

dimensional analysis was conducted on a section of

the cylindrical blanket nodule to core precisely

define the temperature gradients during the burn

cycle. The transient temperature history during

a typical burn cycle Is shown In Fig. 3 for a

lithium coolcd-stalnless steel cell. The first-

wall temperature drops to the starting temperature

before the following burn cycle Is initiated.

Hence, the same tensperature-time hirtory will be

repeated each cycle.

Temperature gradients resulting from different

operating conditions were used in calculating

thermal stresses for a cylindrical blanket module

that contained a hemispherical end cap which made

a variable angle of a with the side wall. Stresses

were calculated as a function of time during the

burn cycle for cases where the end cap was re-

strained from radial displacement but was free to

rotate and where the end cap was completely clamped

The latter case vas found to result in lower

stresses.

The presence of a divertor was modeled by re-

ducing the fraction of the wall loading deposited

on the first wall from 0.25 to 0.10. For the case

where no divertor is present, vanadium alloys were

found to be United to vail loadings less than

3. Calculated Teaperature Variations In a
LlthlUB Cooled Hemispherical Module.

8.0 M.Vm2. while stainless steel was restricted

to 2.0 MJ/m2. These limits were set by the cri-

terion that the thermal stress generated through

the cell wall could not exceed the yield strength.

If this requirement was relaxed so that the ther-

mal stress limit was twice the yield strength, then

a wall loading of 4 MW/m2 could be obtained with

stainless steel. Similarly, if the maximum stain-

less steel temperature was limited to 600'C, then

an upper wall loading of 3.7 MW/mz (with no di-

vertor) is established.

U-BFJTO CONFIGURATION

The structural unit considered in this portion

of the study was a series of four U-bend coolant

cells (Fig. 2(b)). These cells were 20 cm deep

^nd had a structural thickness of 0.25 cm. Lith-

ium coolant flows through each set of four U-bends

before returning to the headers. These cells are

supported by locking studs on the blanket or

header structure.

Coolant pressure was maintained constant at a

level of 0.7 HPa (100 psi) at blanket outlet lo-

cations. Pressures required at blanket Inlet lo-

cations were calculated using MUD pressure loss

considerations. These inlet pressures ranged from

2.0 MPa at a wall load of 1.25 MW/n2 to 9.0 MPa at

5.0 ml*2.

Thermodynamic analyses defined structural

temperatures as a function of the neutron wall

loading. Typical results of this effort lor a

vail loading of 1.25 l>V/m2 are shown in Fig. 4.

Temperature gradients include variation through

the depth of cell, across the width of each set of

four cells, and gradients through the material

thickness at the vacuum interface. The tempera-

tures Increase with increasing wall loading at

both the steel surface near the plasma and the

steel/lithium Interface. Teaperature gradients

through the first vail thickness also increases

with increasing wall loading.

A 1USTXAM finite element model vas used Ini-

tially, t* calculate elastic stresses. These calcu-

lations ware supplemented with analytical solutions
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both known and estlnated creep-fatigue properties

for Type 316 stainless steels as well as for a

generic vanadium alloy. The initial thermal

stress imposed on a clasped hemispherical nodule

as a function of wall loading is presented In

Fig. 5. These stresses will be rapidly reduced

by radiation enhanced creep processes such that
(4)

after only a few hundred hours the stresses

laposed during the burn are reduced to near zero.

This results, however, in the module being under

stress during the down part of each cycle. The

stresses are equal in magnitude but of opposite

sign to the original thermal stresses so that the

plasma side of the first wall is in tension and

FIGURE 4. Calculated Temperature Variations in
a U-bend, Lithiua Cooled, First Wall Module.

for bending stresses in the cell circumferential

direction, longitudinal thermal stresses, and

stresses due to irradiation swelling. The tempera-

ture gradients calculated for the L'-bcnd first wall

structure result in the three contributions to

longitudinal stresses. The temperature distribu-

tion through the depth of the cell results in con-

pressive stresses at the tip of the U-bend with a

constant tension stress through the remainder of

the cell. The temperature distribution across the

width of the cell results in approximately a linear

stress distribution across the cell width. Stress

distributions from both the gradient through the

cell depth and across the cell width are based on

the assumption that the cell is allowed to expand

freely but is not allowed to bend. These assump-

tions are consistent with the design attachment

approach and the fact that cells join- continuously ™ L H E 5. Average Effective Stresses Expected in
a Lithium Cooled Module as a Function of Vail

in the reactor poloidal direction. An additional

linear thermal stress distribution occurs in the

outer tip of the U-bend due to the temperature

gradient through the thickness.
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The cyclic stresses inposed by representative

tokaaak burn cycles were analyzed in tens of

Loading, (a) ultimate strength, annealed Type 316
SS at fluences £ 30 dpa at 500*C; (b) ultimate
strength, annealed Type 316 SS at fluences £ 30 dpa
at 600*C; (c) minimum yield strength at 500*C, 202
coldworked Type 316 SS; (d) ultimate strength,
annealed Type 316 SS at 500*C; (e) ninimim yield
strength, 20% cold worked Type 316 SS at 600*C;
(f) ultimate strength, annealed Type 316 SS at
60O*C; and (g) yield strength, annealed Type 316
SS 500-600*C.
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the lithium aide in compression at the stress

levels shown In Fig. 5. Though this situation

•ay change after the on-set of swelling de-

pending on the detailed Interaction of swelling

and creep processes, it was assumed for the

purposes of the present study that the module

is unstressed (except for the relatively low pri-

mary coolant pressure stresses) throughout its

life during the burn pulse. The restriction of

loading to the off-burn period of the cycle re-

duces the amount of projected creep damage be-

cause only thermal creep will occur, the wall

will be at lower temperatures than are present

during the burn and the off-burn tinea are rela-

tively short. Thus the expected effect of the

cyclic thermal stresses on a tokamak first wall

becomes a fatigue rather than a creep-fatigue

problem.

The Universal Slopes equation approach has

been taken as a means of assessing the relative

effects of irradiation hardening and metallurgical

state on the fatigue properties of Type 316 stain-

less steel, as recently outlined by Michel and

Korth. The equation developed for estimating

both the effects of initial coldwork and irradia-

tion hardening is as follows:

-0.12 1 0.6 -0.6
p 2 f

where

a " ultimate tensile strength, MPa

E - Young's Modulus, MPa

M, " cycles to failure

D — ductility parameter, In e

e - uniform strain (%)u

The ductility parameter was chosen as the uni-

form elongation to reflect the possible Importance

of dislocation channeling processes to both fa-

tigue crack initiation and propagation. The equa-

tloa agrees well with available data on the fatigue

of Type 316 stainless steel as Indicated by the

comparison presented in Fig. 6.

n —

I . . . 1 ' ' ' ' 1 1 I I I

UMVERSAL SLOWS PREDICTION fOB 4*2 < T < COO *C
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Fatigue Properties for Annealed Type 316 Stainless
Steel Using an Adaptation of the Universal Slopes
Equation.

In a previous analysis ' the expected life-

time of an annealed stainless steel first wall was

estimated. It was found that for one minute burn-

cycles, wall loadings had to be kept below t- 2.5

IVIn2 to attain a 10 MU-yr/m2 lifetime. It should

be noted that even this wall loading would result

in an Initial strain of as much as 0.062. This

is the point where the flow stress ie equal to the

imposed thermal stress.

The use of 20Z coldworked stainless steel would

alleviate this initial deformation problem due to

its much higher yield strength (380 vs 117 MPa at

600*0.

Both coldworking and irradiation have the

effect of increasing the ultimate tensile strength

while reducing the ductility (uniform elongation)

compared to the unirradiated properties of annealed

Type 316 stainless steel. In order to study these

effects on the fatigue life of stainless steel,

Equation 1 vas used to generate the curves pre-

sented in Fig. 7. The source of tensile data was

the Huclaat Systems Materials Handbook.(?) The
predicted effect, In both cases, is a reduction In
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experimental fatigue property determination as

well as more Information on other potentially life

Uniting properties.

A similar creep-fatigue analysis has been con-

ducted for a generic vanadium alloy * using a

compilation of available fatigue and creep-rupture

properties. It was found that very long fatigue

life is expected for vanadium alloys, due princi-

pally to the fact that the theraal stresses are

"' 502 lower than those found in austenitlc stain-

less steels at the same wall loading.

CRACK CRO'.JTH PROPERTY

FIGURE 7. A Comparison of the Expected Fatigue
Lives of Annealed, Coldu'orked, and Irradiated
Type 316 Stainless Steel.

low cycle performance and an enhancement an the

high cycle regime. This enhancement could have

a beneficial effect on the expected fatigue life

of the material. As shorn In Fig. 7, wall load-

logs below the level at vhich the 10 MW-yr/o2

curves intersect the fatigue curve appropriate

Surface flaws oust be expected in any engi-

neering structure. Therefore, it is important

that crack growth properties of the first wall

are adequate so that coolant leakage into the

plasma chamber will not occur during the life of

the structure. Effort was directed at Identifying

the crack growth properties required to attain a

10 MW-yr/o2 first wall life. Emphasis vas placed

on addressing the lapact of stress, structural

thickness, initial flaw size, and flaw aspect

. , . , ... .. , , -, ratio on crack growth property requirements,
for the material condition will allow a 10 MW-yr/m'

, ., . _, , . , Required crack growth properties vere gener-
or greater lifetime. Thus, for a one Einute burn

, ,, , .. , . „., -, , , . allv treated as design independent although the
cycle, vail loadings up to i. 4.6 MW/m2 would be
,, . , , . , . ,. , ., range of values assigned to the variables were

allowable based on the irradiated tensile proper-
,. , , „,, . , , , . . . . , •> those tvpical of first wall components. Burn and

ties of annealed 316 stainless steel and a U JW/m2 - * ^
nonburn tines of 90 minutes and 6 minutes, respec-

tively, were used for the purposes of calculating
based on the unirradiaced properties of 207; cold-

worked 316 as compared to a limit of •>. 2.5 MW/m2

for unirradiated annealed Type 316. Similarly for C y c l i c f « o u e o c i e s *« comparing present 316 stain-

the 6 minute burn cycle allowable wall loadings,

based on the fatigue criterion are 5.7, 5.5 and

3.6 HW/m2 for the three cases, respectively.

It should be noted that significant strength-

ening of annealed Type 316 stainless steel by

irradiation does not occur in the 400-600*C tem-

perature range until an exposure of ^ 6 dpa or a

half a MW/m2 has been achieved. Thus, it may be

that during the initial stages of operation a

tokaaak might be limited to wall loadings of •>. 2

Mi/a2 followed by the higher limits dictated by

the Irradiated properties. This point oust await

less steel crack growth data vith the required

properties.

Fracture mechanics analyses vere used to

determine first wall life as a function of the

variables. In this analysis the growth of initial

flaws is calculated in a stepwise manner until

either (1) the crack size exceeds the structural

thickness, at which tine a coolant leak is assumed

to occur or (2) the calculated stress Intensity

exceeds the material fracture toughness at which

time fracture occurs. Fracture toughnesses will

probably be high relative to required values.

This property should however receive attention in
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asterlal testing prograa* due to possible effects

of irradiation esfcrittlenent.

The required crack growth properties are cow-

pared with properties for irradiated 304 stainless

steel provided in the Nuclear Systcu Materials

Handbook and adjusted for cyclic frequency

effects* The approach was to calculate tlac to

coolant leakage based on each of several crack

grouth rate vs stress intensity range curves and

then select the curve, through interpolation, which

yielded the desired life. A ratio of alniaua to

aaxlaua stress in the cycle (R ratio) of 0 was used

in the calculations.

The resulting effect of stress level on re-

quired crack grouth properties is shown in Fig.

8(a). The three crack growth lines shown are those

required at operating stresses of 70, 210, and 350

MPa using a scatter factor of 4.0 on life. Varia-

bles assumed in establishing these curves are a

wall life of 5 years or 10 MW-yr/a2 (20 years for

a scatter factor of 4), a structural thickness of

0.25 ca, an Initial flaw depth (aQ) of 0.125 ca.

and a flaw aspect ratio of 0.5. Also shown in

the figure is a shadiid area corresponding to the

available crack growth properties for steel tested

in air. Shown In Fig. 8(b) is a cross-plot of

the crack growth rates taken at a stress Intensity

range of 11 HK/(a)3/2 (WPSl/in). Horizontal

lines corresponding approxlaately to teaperatures

for the steel data are also shown. These results

show coabinations of stress and teaperature at

which the presently available properties would

aeet the life goal. One coablnatlon, for exaaple,

would be 70 MPa at a teaperature of approximately

35O*C (Fig. 8(b)). Acceptable stress levels range

froa about 40 co 100 MPa, however, these stresses

are below those which will exist in first wall

components. At a stress level of 210 MPa, which

might be typical at wall loadings of 2 MW/a2 and

wall thickness of 0.25 ca, a property laproveaent

of approxlaately a factor of 40 Is required. The

results tlur.ni in Fig. B are based on constant

elastic stresses In the first wall during the

plasas burn. Actual stresses and operating
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parameter* will have to be determined for each

candidate first wall design for purposes of com-

paring with required crack growth rates.

Due to the combined effects of thermal creep.

Irradiation creep, and swelling which occur In the

first wall structure during the plasma burn, ten-

sile stresses will exist in the first wall during

the nonburn part of the cycle. The required crack

growth rate was determined as a function of stress

intensity range for a tensile stress history in

a U-bend cell at a neutron wall loading of 2.5

MW/m2. The tide dependent stress history upon

which these required properties are based was

determined using inelastic analy_is. This curve

is compared with the stainless steel data in Fig.

9. The data range for steel shown in the figure

Is based on a lower hold tioe corresponding to the

nonburn period. In this case the cyclic frequency

used was 0.083 cpn based on a 6 minute hold tine

and assumed equal tine unloaded {1/12 » 0.083 cpm)

The resulting comparison in Fig. 9 indicates that

considerable improvenent in properties is also re-

quired even when creep is considered. With re-

spect to this failure mode, however, irradiation

and/or thermal creep Increase w3ll life.

Better properties (lower crack growth rates)

will be required at higher wall loadings. As wall

loading is increased the allowable stress at a

given temperature, is also increased. The reason

for this Is that shorter lives (In years) are re-

quired at the higher neutron wall loadings {e.g..

2.5 years at vs 5 years at P n • 2) to

•=4

FIGURE 9. Evaluation of Expected Crack Growth
Properties in Terms of a Time Dependent Ftrst
Wall Stress History.

the 19 MW-yr/m2 life requirement. However, re-

lation* between the wall loading and first wall

conditions aust also be considered. That la,

higher thermal stresses will be associated with

higher wall loadings.

The effect of structural thickness on required

crack growth properties at a stress of 210 MPa is

shown in Fig. 10. Required properties for three

thicknesses, are compared with the data for stain-

less steel. The cross-plot of thickness vs re-

quired crack growth rates at flK - 11 MS(m) 3/2 (101*

PSl/in) in Fig. 10b) shows that even at greater

thicknesses the available crack growth properties

do not approach those required.

Similar effects were also noted for the varia-

bles aQ (Initial flaw depth) and a/2c (flaw aspect

ratio). That Is, even for relatively snail initial

flaws, a considerable lxproveacnt In crack growth

properties Is required. As Initial flaw* approach

zero the improvement required is reduced and gen-

erally tends to agree with findings discussed with

respect to fatigue property requirements.

Data applied in the comparisons are based on

tests In air. Effects of environment therefore

need to be considered since the first wall in a

fusion reactor will contact a low partial pressure

of energetic hydrogen on one side of the wall and

coolant such as liquid lithium on the other side.

The degree to which environment can affect crack

growth rates Is shown in Figure 11. ̂ Contact with

sodium improves resistance to crack growth by

about a factor of 7 at the stress Intensity range

of 11 MS/(ID) 3/2 (101* PSIiTa). This improvement,

if it applies to the actual reactor environment,

would reduce the gap between existing and required

properties as discussed In this section. However,

much more needs to be known about environmental

effects, Including the effects of energetic hydro-

gen Isotopes.
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EVALUATION OF STEAM AS A POTENTIAL COOLANT FOR NONRREEDISG BLANKET DESIGNS

II. C. Stevens, B. Misr.i and C. K. Youngdahl

FUSION POWER PROGRAM, AKGONNF. NATIONAL LABORATORY

AROONNE, ILLINOIS 60439

A steam-cooled nonbreudlng blanket design lias been developed as .-in evolution of

the Argonnc Experimental Power Keactor (EPR) studios. Tills blanket concept complete

with maintenance considerations is to function at temperatures up to 650°C utilizing

nickel-based alloys such as lnconel 625. Tlicrmo-mechnic.il analyses Merc carried out

in conjunction with thermal hydraulic analysis to determine coolant channel arrange-

ments that permit delivery of superheated steam at 500°C directly to a modern fossil

plant—type turbine. A dual—cycle system combining a pressurized water circuit

coupled with a superheated steam circuit can produce turbine plant conversion effi-

ciencies approaching 41.52I.

INTRODUCTION

A number of alternate blanket designs and coding

concepts are under investigation at Argonnc National

Laboratory for the tokamak-type fusion power reac-

tors. ' Most of tlese studies addressed the

relative merits of .1 tide range of coolants (e.g.,

liquid lithium, heliun, and pressurized water) and

structural materials (e.g., austenltic stainless

steel and vanadium-based alloys). As the first

generation of fusion power plants arc likely to be

nonbreeding types, we have extended our studies to

evaluation of steam as a potential coolant with

stainless steel and more recently with nickel-based

alloys such as Inconel 625 as the blanket material.

The principal functions of the proposed blanket

systems for these reactors are to provide a rela-

tively thin zone (30-51) cm) of high-density shield-

ing material that can function at elevated tempera-

tures (up to 650*C) In a way that permits the

retrieval of most of the thermall 3d neutron and

gaama energy as sensible heat. Conceptual design

and analysis of potentially useful blanket configu-

rations that could perforn these functions has been

a major undertaking within the EPR studies conducted

to date. A significant drawback of «any of the

previous conceptual design and scoping studies of

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

tokamnk-type fusion power reactors *~* * is that

they have not taken into consideration the effect

of thermal-hydraulic design on the thermal stress

distribution within the blanket block. From .1

purely thermal-hydraulic point of view, the concep-

tual design of the blanket is oriented toward

obtaining maximum coolant temperature for the ther-

modynamic cycle without exceeding tho allowable

temperature in the structural material of the

blanket block. It can be shown from mechanical

response analysis that severe thermal stresses can

be present within the blanket blocks when the

coolant channel distribution is selected to meet

only the thermal hydraulic criteria and the stress

concentrations are highly sensitive to coolant

channel arrangement. Hence, thermo-mechanical

analyses were carried out in conjunction with

thermal-hydraulic analyses in selecting the

coolant channel arrangements.

DESCRIPTION OF EPR BLANKET/SUPERHEATER

The specific design proposed Is an extension

of the earlier ANL/EPR design'1'3' wherein the

inner and outer blanket segments are made of stain-

less steel and cooled by pressurized water while

the horizontal upper and lower blanket blocks

(superheater regions) are made of Inconel 625 and

are cooled by steaa (see Fig. 1). The use of

A3



,--41.SUPERHEATER SECTIONS (INCONELI

COOLANT FLOW
IN CHANNELS

PRESSURIZEO WATER COOLANT
SECTIONS (STAINLESS STEEL1

FIGURE 1. Schematic of El'R blanket superheater.

Inconel 625 with improved high-temperature material

properties, 650°C versus 55O°C for stainless steel,

gives rise to higher coolant temperatures, 500°C,

which approach those steam conditions found in

modern fossil plants. The following description

is focused on the superheater sections and tiieir

effects on the overall turbine plant performance.

Lll I IMG LUGS

• SUF'PI.Y CONNECTIONS

\ BLOCK

» \ CONNECTOR LINES

28 cm

1 cm

\

in;; passages are formed by gun boring and plug

welding the ends shut. Six layers of holes radial

to the plasma on 3-cm centers form the grid pattern

for the coolant channels. Each channel extends

across the block in the poloidal direction. Each

layer of tubes is fed by a cross feed channel and

all layers are joined by a manifolding channel to

which an Inlet or outlet supply connection is made

(see Fig. 3). All holes are bored to 1.5-cm diame-

ter and filler rods arc placed within the bored

holes to adjust the coolant velocity (see Fig. A)

with the given mass flow in each of the six channel

layers.

- INLET

- HEADER

FEED LINES

PLUGS

• FILLER TUBES

• FIRST WALL PANEL

• COOLANT CHANNELS

FIGURE 3. Blanket block manifold layout.

Y\

3 75m

12m

FIRST WALL LINER

FIGURE 2. Superheater blanket block.

A superheater block is shown in Fig. 2. It

represents the more complex geometry of two

regions shown in Fig. 1. It is aade of three

flat plates (blocks) of Inconel 625 joined

coolant channel fabrication by welding. The

assembled block weighs approximately 5700 kg.

The coolant channels, feeder lines, and manifold-

FILLER TUBE

SPACER

COOLANT OUTLET FEEDER

FIGURE A. Typical coolant channel arrangement.



Orifices are Inserted In the channel inlet

regions for equal flow distribution after which

all open block ends are welded. The superheater

block is designed to operate at 8.6 MPa with a cen-

tral metal temperature of _<650*C. A corrugated

type steam-cooled panel is attached to the front

(plasma) face of the block serving as the first

wall barrier.

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The blanket design considered in the analysis

is composed of monolithic Inconel 625 blocks*

0.28 m in the radial direction, 1 m in the toroi-

dal direction, and 1.2 m in the poloidal direction.

Coolant flows in the poloidal direction through an

array of bored channels. Since the heat genera-

tion rate decreases exponentially with radial loca-

tion, the flow area of the coolant channels and

their spacing are varied radially to make the tem-

perature distribution in the blanket block as uni-

form as possible. A set of six coolant channels

with iteratively adjusted cross-sectional areas

and interchannel distances was evaluated during

the first round of analyses (see Fig. 5).

FOItlVALENT FLOW
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FIGURE 5. Coolant channel model.

A computer code capable of solving a set of

three-dimensional thermal hydraulic equations was

used to establish the transient and quasi-steady-

state temperature distribution within the blanket

block. Because of the large thermal inertia of

the blanket blocks, the overall thermodynamlc effi-

ciency of the power conversion system and the size

of the thermal storage system depends signifi-

cantly on the DT burn cycle. Hence, to investi-

gate the impact of the burn cycle on the perfor-

mance of ANL/EPR, the following three burn cycles,

each within 15-s dwell time, were considered: (1)

65 s; (2) 120 s; and (3) 300 s. The neutron power

profile was provided by neutronlc calculations for

the ANL/EPR. ' The thermal-hydraulic and power

cycle analyses are based on the assumption that

the vacuum wall, and the vertical inner and outer

blanket is cooled by pressurized water while the

horizontal upper and lower blanket serves as the

energy source to superheat steam from 300°C to

approximately 500°C without exceeding the maximum

allowable temperature of 650°C for Inconel 625

The first step in the thermal hydraulic (Til)

analysis is to obtain a set of maximum coolant out-

let temperatures within the blanket block. The

cross-sectional area of the channels, distribution

of coolant channels, and coolant flow rates are

based on an Iterative set of analyses which results

in a scries of solid node temperatures that are

within the materials temperature limitations. This

is the first step in the Til analysis that strives

to obtain the maximum coolant outlet temperatures

without considering the thermal stresses within

the blanket block. The second step is to carry

out a stress analysis based on the temperature

distribution within the blanket block. If the

thermal stresses are too high, then adjustments

are made to coolant channel distribution and the

analysis repeated. Thus, a final set of coolant

channel size and distribution of coolant channels

are obtained that leads to least thermal stress

and maximum coolant outlet temperature without

exceeding the material temperature limitations.

STRESS ANALYSIS

Consideration of the thermal stress distribu-

tion in the blanket blocks influences the mechani-

cal design of the blanket in two ways. First, the

design of the blanket support structure must permit

the overall thermal deformation of the blocks with-

out permitting radial neutron-straaming paths to

open between blocks during operation or shutdown of



the reactor. Constraint of the overall deformation

would result in excessively high stress levels in

the blocks. The overall thermal deformation

depends on the distribution of heat generation in

the blanket and the coolant properties, but it is

relatively insensitive to details of the coolant

channel arrangement. Second, the temperature dis-

tribution within an unconstrained block produces a

self-equilibrated stress field having local regions

of stress concentration at the coolant channels and

hot and cold spots in the block. These stress con-

centrations depend- strongly on coolant channel

arrangement; small changes in the channel pattern

can correspond to significant alterations of the

associated stress levels without affecting the

thermal performance of the blanket.

A simple stress analysis procedure was devel-

oped to evaluate the relative merits of various

coolant channel configurations at the conceptual

design level withouc resorting to the detailed and

expensive stress analysis required for a final

design. This procedure is based on the separation

of the three-dimensional temperature distribution

obtained in the thermal-hydraulic analysis des-

cribed previously into two component distributions

which respectively produce the overall deformation

effects and the localized stress-concentration

effects. A linear (in three-dimensional cartesian

coordinates) temperature distribution is fitted to

the given temperature distribution by a least-

squares technique. The corresponding deformation

field is obtained exactly in closed form and repre-

sents the global deformation of the block; the

associated stress field is determined by interac-

tion witli the support structure since a linear

temperature distribution produces no self—equili-

brated thermal stress field. Then, a residual tem-

perature distribution is computed as the difference

between the given distribution and the least-

squares fit. An approximate self-equilibrated

thermal stress distribution is obtained for this

residual problem. The entire procedure has been

automated in a snail computer program which accepts

the output data from the thermal-hydraulic analy-

sis. Comparisons between the relative merits of

coolant patterns can thus be obtained rapidly and

inexpensively.

POWER CYCLE ANALYSIS

The combination pressurized water evaporator

and direct superheater cycle are shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 6, The inner and outer blanket

region produces water at 337°C, 15.3 HPa which is

delivered to a recirculation-type evaporator via a

closed circuit including pumps and pressurlzer,

witli all components .similar to those found in a

PWK-type light water reactor.

Steam produced in the low pressure side of the

evaporator at 300°C, 8.6 MPa, flows into the super-

heater regions of the blanket and heated to 500°C

where it then flows directly into a conventional

high pressure turbine. Assuming standard plant

conditions, a thermodynamic efficiency approaching

ill.5% should be achievable. Thermal, storage In

the massive Inconel and stainless steel blanket

regions reduce the steam temperature variation to

a modest 5 to 8°C during the 15-s reactor dwell

(plasma exhaust) period. Only a cursory investi-

gation of the plant startup, normal operation, and

shutdown has been made, but no acute problems unre-

lated to tokamak-type reactors is apparent.

DISCUSSIUN OF RESULTS

Typical plots (temperature versus distance and

temperature versus time) for the three burn cycles

are shown in Figs. 7-12. From the thermal-

hydraulic analysis, the following observations may

be made:

(1) The longer the burn cycles, the higher is

the total power output. Although this is not an

unexpected result, the peculiar power profile

should be pointed out for the fusion reactor during

startup and shutdown which leads to a significant

power loss.

(2) The longer the burn cycle, the smaller the

thermal storage system requirement with the resul-

tant lower overall system cost (assuming a constant

dwell period).

(3) The shorter the burn cycle, the longer the

quasi-steady-state time.
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(4) The quasi-steady-state time Increases as

the channels are removed from the plasma surface.

For example, the outlet temperature of the coolant

through the first coolant channel approaches essen-

tially quasi-steady state after 600 s. However,

the temperature of tlie coolant through the last

coolant channel takes more than 1200 s to approach

quasi-steady state (Fit;. 8).

Another observation that can be made is that

in order to obtain an average outlet temperature

of 500*C (AT - 200°C), one can adjust the flow

rates such that the outlet temperature for the

coolant channels near the plasma is less than

500°C, and the outlet temperature of the coolant

away from the plasma is more than 500*C. This has

two beneficial effects: (1) it reduces the maxi-

mum material temperature near the plasma where the

temperature gradients are the highest (high neu-

tron flux); and (b) it increases the coolant out-

let temperature away from the plasma where the

temperature gradients are not very large (low neu-

tron flux). From an examination of Figs. 7, 9,

and 11, it can be seen that even for a burn cycle

as long as 300 s, it takes many cycles before

quasi-steady-state conditions arc approached.

Thermal-stress analyses were performed for

the 0.28-m thick inconel 625 blanket blocks to

correspond to the temperature distribution

obtained in the thermo-hydraulic analyses dis-

cussed previously. Typical thermal strain distri-

butions through the block thickness are shown in

Figs. 13-15 for burn cycle periods of 65 s, 120 s,

and 300 s, respectively. Strain profiles are

shown at form levels measured In the direction of

coolant flow. The similarity between the three

figures indicate that the strain distribution

depends primarily on the channel arrangement and

not on the duration of the burn cycle. The rela-

tively large tensile strains at the front of the

block near the inlet end and at the back of the

block near the outlet indicate that these regions

are colder and are less compatible with the tem-

perature and strain distribution found in the cen-

ter regions of the block. Possible remedies In-

clude saving the first and last channels farther

from the surface, enlarging the channels In the

central region, or increasing the number of

channels.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of tlie thermal-hydraulic and power

cycle analyses show that the thermodynamic effi-

ciency approaching 41.5% can be achieved based on

steam as the coolant. The results of mechanical

analysis show that preliminary thermal mechanical

optimization of blanket block design can be accom-

plished .it the conceptual design level using rela—

FIGURE 13. Thermal strain distribution.
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FICTOE 14. Thermal strain distribution.



FIGURE 15. Thermal strain distribution.

tively simple computational methods and improve-

ments in strain levels can be accomplished without

any significant change in thermal—hydraulic perfor-

mance. Of course, numerous questions pertaining

to tritium containment must be fully addressed be-

fore this approach to power cycle operation could

truly be considered acceptable. However, from a

cursory analysis, a Kankine cycle using steam

directly from the blanket system presents no more

serious tritium containment problems than a closed

loop helium-driven Brayton cycle, which has, in

the past, been employed in numerous designs of

advanced power conversion systems for commercial

fusion power reactors.

which upon removal exposes the upper and lower

superheater blocks. These are removable with

relatively simple apparatus (see Fig. 16). Cool-

ant connections are Bade through the shield.
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MAINTENANCE

The superheater blocks occupy preferential

horizontal blanket positions in the upper and lower

regions of the vacuum vessel within which they are

supported. This arrangement allows these pieces of

blanket along with their attached liner panel to be

more easily and quickly removed and replaced than

the stainless steel blanket sections. The blanket

replacement system used on the ANL/EPR allows for

entry into the plasma zone through the upper annu-

lar region of the shield without removal of vacuum

pumps, neutral beam apparatus, or any major por-

tion of shielding. Removal of a few pieces of

upper shield exposes the vacuum vessel cover

50
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FIGURE 16. Upper blanket block removal.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PROCESSING CONDITIONS FOR

LIQUID LITHIUM AND SOLID LITHIUM ALLOY FUSION BLANKETS*

J. R. Western, W. F. Calaway, R. M. Yonco,

E. Veleckis and V. A. Maronl

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, ARCONNE, ILLINOIS 60439

A 50-gallon-capacity liquid lithium loop (Lithium Processing Test Loop. LPTL)

has been constructed and brought into operation at the Argonne National Laboratory.

This system contains experimental assemblies to study (a) lithium processing tech-

nology based on molten salt extraction, cold trapping, and getter trapping and (b)

on-line hydrogen monitoring. An efficient electrolytic method* employing a porous

sparged electrode, has been developed to recover hydrogen isotopes from the types

of molten salts (e.g., LiF-LiCl-LiBr) selected for use in the salt-processing

system on the LPTL. This method, when tested under realistic conditions, has

demonstrated the potential for recovering tritium (from lithium) at the sub-wpp»

level. Results of cold-trap tests on the LPTL nnd of getter-trap tests on both

the LPTL and a much smaller lithium loop have provided some evidence that these

types of processing methods can be used to control oxygen and nitrogen levels in

lithium. Studies of the hydridatlon of solid Li-Al and Li-Pb alloys have pro-

vided data on activity coefficients and phase boundary locations for these binary

systems as functions of temperature and composition. The Sleverts' constants for

dilute hydrogen solutions in LiAl (in wppn/Torr") were found to be 10* to 101*

times smaller than those for hydrogen in pure lithium at the same temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION II. THE LITHIUM PROCESSING TEST LOOP (LPTL)

The Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is The principal focus of work in the ANL

engaged in a family of related studies to establish blanket-processing program has been on the con-

tlie technical basis for developing fusion reactor struction and operation of a large lithium test

blanket-processing methodology. These studies in- facility. This facility, the LPTL, is a 50-gallon-

' elude (a) the operation of several test facilities capacity, forced-circulation (EM-pumped) system,

designed to develop materials and process-oriented constructed almost exclusively of 300-series stain-

information and (b) a number of bench-scale ex™ less steels (mostly 3O4L). The LPTL (shown sche-

periments to obtain basic thermodynamic data matically in Fig. 1) contains experimental assemb-

(solubilities, phase relationships, etc.) on liquid lies to study (a) molten-salt extraction as a pro-

lithium and lithium alloy systems. This paper cessing method, (b) cold-trapping, (c) getter-

reviews the results of work in these areas over the trapping, and (d) permeation-type (on-line)

past year. Considered in order are early results hydrogen Monitoring. Operation of the LPTL began

with the Lithium Processing Test Loop, development early In 1978 with the initiation of tests of the

work on the salt extraction system, experiments cold-trap/getter-trap system as a Beans of con-

with a miniture lithium loop, and basic research trolling noimetalllc element (e.g., 0, H, H, C)

on hydrogen solutions in Li-Al and Li-Fb alloys. concentrations in flowing llthlun.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. At the time of this writing, the LPTL had
Department of Energy.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the Lithium Processing Test Loop.

operated continuously for 2000 hours, A graphical

representation of the tine-temperature histories

for the reservoir tank, getter trap, and cold trap

is shown in Fig. 2. This graph illustrates the

controlled rasp-up of tenperature during the first

400 hours and the gradual cool down of the cold-

trap cryatallizer section duxlng the initial series

of cold-trap/getter-trap tests. Also plotted in

Fig. 2 are the concentration profiles for the Im-

purities oxygen and nitrogen. The nitrogen level

roa* to *25O0 wppm during the first 500 hours, but

thereafter showed a steady decline to "W00 vppm.

which is well below the saturation solubility of

nitrogen( ' in lithium at the 200*C cold-trap

temperature. It Is not clear at this time how

much of the apparent nitrogen control Is due to the

zirconium-packed getter trap and how much is due to

a reequillbration of nitrogen between the lithium

and the chromium in the stainless steel. This sub-

ject is discussed further In Section IV.

Although the available data for oxygen are

limited to two points, the oxygen level also

appears to be declining with time. Millc this de-

cline seems to be correlated with cold-trap
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temperature, the measured oxygen levels are approx-

imately ten times higher than the predicted satura-
(4)tion solubility at the corresponding cold trap

temperature. A series of experiments, wherein

oxygen samples are taken during controlled ramp-up

of the crystallizer temperature. Is planned to

provide a more definitive test of oxygen level

sensitivity to cold-trap temperature. A discussion

of possible reasons for the disparity between cold

trap data and direct solubility studies is given in

reference 4. Th3 problem with cold trapping ap-

pears to be bre.K-through of finely precipitated

Li2O which redissolves in the high temperature

sections of the loop. Subsequent tests of oxygen-

level control, planned for the LPTL, are expected

to aid in resolving the uncertainty connected with

oxygen solubilitv in Lithium ;it low temperatures.

Nitrogen control in large liquid lithium

systems is considered to be important in that

nitrogen has been correlated with the corrosion of

-J 1 I 1 1 J I !_ _l 1 ' i I I ' ' i
1000 2000 3000

OPERATING TIME. HOURS

FIGURE 2. Reservoir, potter, and cold trap
temperature histories and nitrogen and
oxygen concentration profiles during
the first 2000 hours of operation of
the LPTL.

achievement of suh-wpnm levels of tritium in theaustenitic and ferritic structural materials by

lithium. ' Although oxygen in lithium does not connected lithium circuit. (In essence. It is

appear to exacerbate corrosion, it is one of the necessary to achieve sub-wppm lcvols of hydrogen

less soluble of the normally occurring nonmetallic or tritium in the molten salt during reprocessing.)

elements in lithium, and its control is advisable This aspect of the salt-process flow-sheet develop-

to prevent line-plugging in low-temperature legs of mem was designed to simulate as closely as

circulating lithium systems. possible the conditions anticipated in an operating

The key experimental studies for which the LPTL fusion reactor. Details of the apparatus used in

is intended are those associated with the proof-of- these experiments have been reported. Briefly,

principle test of the molten salt extraction con- the apparatus consists of a stainless steel gas-
f7 fl^

cept advanced in previous publications. * These handling system connected to a furnace well con-

experiments are just getting underway and will be taining a pot of molten salt (LiF-LICl-LiBr, m,p.

reported on in future publications. The following •>-440<>C). An argon cover gas is circulated through

section contains a description of the process the apparatus in a closed loop by a stainless steel

development worfc that has been conducted to support bellows pump. The cover pas is dispersed as fine

the design of tbe salt extraction system for the bubbles through the salt by a porous stainless
LPTL.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROCHEMICAL EXTRACTION
SYSTEM.

The cc-ncept by jhich a molten salt is used

to extract tritium (as LIT) from liquid lithium
(7 81

has been described in previous publications. '

A key step in this processing scheme is the

recovery of hydrogen isotopes from the molten

salt under conditions that would ref?ect the

steel filter which also serves as an electrode

for hydrogen evolution. After emerging from the

molten salt, the cover gas is circulated past a

controlled leak valve which couples the gas streaa

to a mass spectrometer. In a typical experiment,

enough LiH or LiO is added to the salt pot to bring

the hydride ion concentration in the salt to

1-10 wnnw. During electrolysis (at i-l.O V to avoid



decomposition of the salt) hydride ion is converted

to Molecular hydrogen (H2) In the pores of the

filter and the hydrogen gas is swept away by the

circulating argon before it can back-react with

the lithium metal dissolved in the salt. (All ex-

traction experiments arc done with lithium-

saturated salt in anticipation of the condition of

the salt when it returns from an actual extraction

operation on a liquid lithium system.)

Results of a typical salt extraction tost

(using LiH) are shown in Fig. i, where hoth the

electrolysis current and the H? mass signal are

followed as a function of time. As expected, no

significant change is observed in the H2 concen-

tration of the gas stream (mass spectrometer trace)

until the electrolysing voltage is applied. The

current rises sharply at the beginning of electrol-

ysis, then drops off asyflipti>Li*\-il ly as hydrogen is

evolved from the salt. Nnte the effect on the llj

mass signal and the current (in Fig. 3) when a

titanium bed is inserted into the gas scream. As

SH.T.UF-LiO-1. .*
SALT OUANTITV • 1251*
SALT TEMPERATURE • 500*C

FIGURE 3. Results of a typical experiment to
recovery hydrogen electrochemically
from nolten LiF-LiCl-t.fr.

the H2 is gettered from the gas stream, the current

returns to the preelectrolysis background value. which has been observed in the gas stream al

The small residual current observed when the the higher voltages. Similar results were obtained

titanium bed is not in use is believed to be due to in experiments' where LID was added to the salt pot*

back reaction of H2 in the argon sweep gas with the The results obtained with the porous sparged

lithium dissolved in the salt. When the titanium electrode represent a considerable improvement,

bed is left on line during the entire electrolysis in terms of both recovery efficiency and reduced

experiment, the H, mass signal is not detected and complexity when compared to earlier work with

chemical sparging agents (e.tj.M IICI) and valve

A processing system based on the

the current shows a smooth return to the pre-

electrolysis baseline. This effect is due to the

continuous getteriug of evolved hydrogen by the

titanium.

By calibrating the nagnitudc of the H2 signal

against additions of know quantities of H2 to the

electrodes.

sparged electrode has been assembled for the salt

processing tank on the LPTL. This system will be

tested extensively during 1978, to verify the

compatibility of the salt extraction method with

circulating gas stream, it is possible to determine operation of a circulating lithium loop.

the recovery efficiency for electrolysis, since the IV. DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES AND TESTING OF
.. . , , COMPONENTS FOR LITHIUM SYSTEMS

mass of LiH added to the salt prior to electrolysis
is already known. The onset of the electrolysis

of LiH in the salt occurs around 0.6 V and the

efficiency for recovery of hydrogen as H2 reaches

100Z near 1.0 V. Above 1.0 V a slight decline in

this efficiency Is observed due to the initiation

of other electrolysis reactions Involving hydrogen,

such as those leading to the formation of methane,

A number of laboratory activities have been

carried out In support of the design and operation

of the LPTL. A 1-llter-capaclty lithium mini-test

loop (the LMTL) was fabricated (from 300-serles

stainless steels) for the purpose of testing (a)

the type of valve selected for the LPTL, (b) the

zirconium getter-trapping method employed on the
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LPTL, (c) the sampling and analytical procedures

developed for the LPTL, and (d) materials lifetime

limits in circulating lithium loops. The I.MTL,

shown schematically in Fig. 4, has been operating

with a flow rate >0.2 licer/min for over 7000 hours

at temperatures up to 500°C. A thermally regenera-

tive Rotter trap attached to the loop has been run

at temperatures up to 600°C. One of the two valves

has been cycled over 300 times without loss of

bellows integrity. The steady-state analytical

values for dissolved iron (il50wppm)a zirconium

(•̂40 wppm) and chromium ('̂50 wppm) are near the

expected saturation solubilities of these elements

at 500°C. Figure 5 shows the nitrogen level pro-

file as a function of time for the LMTL together

with the temperature history of the reservoir and

the getter. During the first 1JUO hours of loop

operation with the getter at 500°C, the nitrogen

concentration dropped from '>-700 to <20l) wppm, pre-

sumably due to reaction with the zirconium. There-

after, the nitrogen level showed a slow, steady

increase indicating that mass-transfer (diffusion)

rates into the bulk of the getter may be limiting

getter effectiveness. Experiments to test higher

getter temperatures are in progress.

The behavior of nitrogen in stainless steel

lithium loops of th-2 type under study at ANL and

ORNL is still njt fully understood. There has

been a general tend^ncv in many of these loops for

the nitrogen level to rise sharply at startup and

then drop steadily. One possible explanation of

TRANSFER TANK

, SWAGELOK COUPLING

.O-RING GLAND

^^THERMOCOUPLE GAGE

-PRESSURE GAGE

=- VACUUM-

NUPR0 VALVE
O.C. FLOWMETER

ELECTROMAGNETIC
PUMP

?lGmE Schematic diagram of the Lithium Mini-
Test Loop.

on the questions of nitrogen control and on the

the behavior observed in the l.PTL and LMTL is that effects of nitrogen during corrosion, is the
(12)

nitrogen is extracted from the surfaces of the recently reported Identification and character-

. steel during early operation, but then during ex- ization of a stable lithiun cyanamide (L12NCN)

tended operation it reequilibrates with the which was crystallized directly from lithium. This

chromium in the steel (forming CrjN) and with the evidence of a concerted interaction between carbon

zirconium in the getter trap (forming ZrN). The and nitrogen in lithium could help to resolve the

relative amounts of nitrogen that associate with remaining uncertainties concerning intergranular

the chromium and with the zirconium cannot be re- attack of austenitic and ferritic steels by

liably determined until the loops are sectioned lithium. Studies to Investigate the specific

for chemical analysis. Although chromium might be nitrogen-gettering capacity per unic area and per

more active in controlling nitrogen during early unit weight for chroflium and zirconlua as a

operating phases, we suspect that over long periods function of temperature are In progress. These

of tine most of the nitrogen will migrate to the studies are being done in the absence and presence

zirconium. Another significant finding that bears of carbon.
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V. THERMODYNAMIC STUDIES OK THE HYDRIDATION OF
SOLID Ll-Al AND Ll-Pb ALLOYS

The proposed utilization of metallic lithium

as a blanket medium in magnetic fusion reactors

creates a number of problems which stem from the

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interactions of a flowing being solid LiH. Thus,

conductor with the magnetic fields and the Li(alloy) + \ H2(g) s£ LiH(s)

hydrogen titratlon method (HTM). The method is

based on the reversible reaction between hydrogen*

gas and alloyed lithium, the reaction product

(1)
generally corrosive nature of liquid lithium it-

self. These problems can be mitigated by alloying

lithium with another metal, e.g., Al, Pb, Sn, Bi,

etc., while maintaining sufficiently high propor-

tions of lithium in the alloys to provide the

necessary tritium multiplication factors. *

Many of these alloys form high melting intermediate

phases that can be used in solid rather than

liquid form, thereby relieving both the MHD and

corrosion problems associated with liquid lithium. *Hydrogen serves as a stand-in for the hydrogen

Knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of these isotopes. As a first approximation, the decom-

According to Eq.(l), as hydrogen Is added

stepwise to an alloy, LiM^, the lithium in the

alloy is precipatated out as LiH, leaving behind an

alloy with a higher x-value. Equilibrium hydrogen

pressures, measured after each consecutive addi-

tion, produce a family of cascade-like isotherms

of pressure versus alloy composition, from which

one can deduce the phase relationships in the

alloys and their interactions with hydrogen position pressures of deuterium and tritium can

TheIsotopes is essential to a clear understanding of be given by Pn » yji P and P • yfi V

D/H and T/H Isotope effects on Ihe phase2their suitability as blanket materials in fusion

reactors.

In this laboratory, the thermodynamics of

lithium-based alloys Is being studied by a

boundaries are expected to be negligible.
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corresponding Li-M phase diagrams—i.e., the

rising portions of the isotherms indicate the

compositions of homogeneous phases and the plateau

portions define two-phase coexistence regions.

Another important feature of the 11TM lies In

the simple relationship between measured hydrogen

pressures and the activity coefficient of lithium,

v^i in the Li-M alleys. Tlius, according to the

equilibrium reaction In Eq. (1),

30

'Li 1/,'(""Li (2)

where K is the equilibrium constant for Eq. (1) in

atm~5, NT . is the atom fraction of lithium in the

LiM alloy, and Pu is the equilibrium hydrogenX H,

pressure in atm. (The activity of solid LiH is

taken to be unity.)

Thermodynamic information yielded by HTM is

comparable to that obtained using the more tradi-

tional I'oulometric titration method (CTM). An

important advantage of IITO over CTM is its

freedom from undesirable side reactions.

Two alloy systems are currently under study—

Li-Pb and Li-Al. The alloys were prepared by

melting mixtures of the pure component metals in

sealed, evacuated tantalum crucibles. HTM experi-

ments were performed by (a) sealing in vacuo small metries are above the measuring capabilities of

quantities of alloys (powdered to -20 +80 mesh) in the present apparatus (i.e., si atm). In spite

1
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FlfiURE 6. Hydridatlon data for Li-Pb alloys. The
circles are data for Pb/Li = 0.261 and
the squares are for Pb/Ll - 0.286.

thin-walled Armco iron capsules, (b) placing the

alloys in a Sieverts' apparatus, (c) beating them

to the desired temperature, and then (d) adding

hydrogen in small measured portions.

1. Li-Pb Alloys

The reported Li-Pb phase diagram displays

five intermediate phases: Lij2Pb5, Li7Pb2, Li3Pb,

LigPbs, and LiPb. Figure 6 shows two HTM iso-

therms—one at 500°C (initial Pb/Li atom ratio =

0.286) the other at 550°C (Pb/Li » 0.261). Three

of the rising segments of the isotherms match
,(15)

of the different initial alloy compositions, both

isotherms identify the same intermediate phases.

This agreement serves as a verification of the

applicability of HTM to phase diagram investiga-

tions.

2. Li-Al Alloys

The recently reported Li-Al phase diagram

shows three intermediate phases. Only the highest

melting phase (che B-phase), which has a vide

homogeneity range (43 to 52 at. X Al), is of

importance to fusion reactor applications. Three

alloys were prepared for HTM Investigations, all

having compositions veil within the 6-phase bound-

previously reported stoichiometries (Li7Pb2,

LijPb, and LiBPb3). The broad rising segment on

the left of the 550*C isotherm appears to represent aries (46.2, 47.7, and 51.5 at. Z Al). Figure 7

a previously unidentified phase with a range of shows five of the HTM isotherms that have been

honogenity, Li3_7_3_ePb. No HTM information was measured to date. Throughout the 6-phase there Is

obtained for the Li22pb5 and LiPb compounds he- a nonotonlc increase In hydrogen pressure with

cause the hydrogen pressures at these stoichio- alloy composition for each starting composition.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of the hydrldation data
for Li-Al alloys at three different
starting alloy concentrations: 46.2,
47.7, and 51.5 atom Z aluminum.

However, irrespective of starting composition, all

isotherms exhibited a break (Al-rich 6-phase

boundary) at the same composition, 52 at. % Al,

further illustrating the usefullness of HTM as a

tool for determining phase boundary loactions.

The Sieverts* apparatus used in this work does

not provide sufficient sensitivity for handling

very small additions of hydrogen to the alloys.

Nevertheless, the data collected on the 51.5 at. %

Al alloy have shown that some hydrogen is being

dissolved in the alloys prior to the precipitation

of LiH (Eq. 1). The Sieverts' constants

\K - Hi ,/P (estimated from these data are

smaller by a factor of -vL03 than the corresponding

constants for solutions of hydrogen in pure

lithium. Small Sieverts1 constants are

beneficial in maintaining low tritium inventories

in fusion reactor blankets, since they imply that

much less hydrogen is dissolved in the alloy per

unit of pressure than is dissolved in liquid

lithium at the same temperature and equilibrium

pressure.
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SYSTEMS STUDIES ON TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMICS ASPECTS OF TOKAMAK POWER PLANTS

H. A. Abdou, C. B. Dennis, R. C. Clenner, D. A. Ehst and J. N.

FUSION POWER PROGRAM, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

ARGONNE, ILLINOIS 60439

This paper presents cite results of systems stuli.es for the primary energy

conversion, tritium and vacuum subsystems. It is shown chat the refractory alloys

offer significant economic advantages compared to stainless steel if the total

downtirou to replace the first wall and blanket structure is j-150 days. For shorter

downtime, the economic competitiveness of the refractory alloys depends strongly on

the ratio of the lifetime of the refractory alloy to that of stainless steel. The

plasma fractional burnup is shown to have a substantial effect on the tritium inven-

tory and the tritium doubling time.

INTRODUCTION

Systems studies provide an important framework

for obtaining critical information to help guide

the research and development and the selection of

a fruitful path to commercialization of fusion

power. This paper presents results from the cur-

mak power plants at Argonne National Laboratory.

The principal objective of these studies is to pro-

vide comparative evaluation of different design

concepts and options, employing the economics,

safety, and cost and timing of the required tech-

nological developments as the primary bases for

comparison. The work in these studies is focused

on three areas:

(1) Detailed Subsystem Analysis: This is con-

cerned with the development of information neces-

sary to describe the performance of each reactor

coaponent for a variety of design concepts and

operating conditions.

(2) System Code Development: The subsystem

models are synthesized into a computer system code

that is capable of predicting the performance and

economics of the entire power plant.

(3) Global Parametric Analysis: This phase of

the study employs the systems code tr examine in a

systems context the critical issues concerning

toksaak reactor development.

Work supported by the V. S. Department of Energy.

Studies have been carried out for the primary

energy conversion, tritium, and vacuum subsystems.

These studies were carried out on both the levels

of detailed subsystems investigation and global

parametric analysis. The following sections

present some of the significant results from these

studies.

PRIMARY ENERGY CONVERSION ASP STRUCTUKAL MATERIALS

A critical issue in the design of the energy

conversion system for fusion reactors is the choice

of the structural materials. The two widely recog-

nized options are (a) stainless steel; and (b) one

of the refractory alloys. Tlie maximum operating

temperature of stainless steel in the first vail

and blanket is limited to i-500°C. ̂ The refrac-

tory alloys can be operated at much higher tempera-

tures and therefore produce more electric power

for the same thermal power. Furthermore, the

refractory alloys are generally more resistant to

radiation damage than stainless steel. The prin-

cipal disadvantage of the refractory alloys is a

very high material plus fabrication cost compared

to that of stainless steel. A difficult question

that needs to be resolved is whether the use of

refractory metals in fusion reactors is economi-

cally favorable. The purpose of our study here is

to explore the range of design paramters and operat-

ing conditions in which the refractory alloys offer
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clear economic advantages.

A key area of Investigation is the extent to

whic'i the refractories are used In the power plant.

There are three principal schemes:

(1) The refractories are employed in the first

wall, blanket structure, primary, intermediate and

power cycle coolant loops including piping, pumps,

heat exchangers and turbines. Such a scheme is

necessary if the peak coolant temperature out of

the blanket is high (>800°C). Results from UWMAK-

III showed that such a scheme is economically

unfavorable because of the high capital cost for

the heat transfer and transport system.

(2) The use oi the refractory alloys is res-

tricted to the first wall aiul blanket structure.

Piping and pumping materials in the rest of the

primary coolant loop and the balance of Iieat

transfer and transport system is a stainless steel

or other relatively inexpensive conventional mate-

rial. A fundamental drawback of such a scheme is

that the coolant will transport impurities from

stainless steel to the refractory alloy resulting

in its embrittlement. Thus while such a scheme

with severe restriction on the extent of using the

refractories lias clear economic merits the problem

of mass transport of impurities casts serious

doubts about the viability of the scheme.

(3) The refractory alloy, in this scheme, is

employed in the f_rst wall, blanket structure, and

primary coolant pr.ping and pumps. "Switching" of

materials from refractory to stainless steel is

accomplished in the intermediate heat exchange

(1HX) such that the primary coolant is always in

contact only with the refractory alloy. The in-

termediate coolant loop, steam generators, and

turbines are built with conventional materials and

state-of-the-art technology. This scheme attempts

to eliminate the disadvantages associated with the

first two schemes.

In this study, we compare the performance and

economics for stainless steel and a vanadium alloy

as structural materials. The vanadium alloy is

chosen as representative of the refractory alloys.

A reference reactor whose major parameters are

shown in Table I was selected. Two systems were

TABLE I. Reference Reactor Parameters

4950

4

7.3

9

8

1

1.3

Thermal power, MW

Neutron wall load, MW/m2

Major radius, m

Maximum toroidal field, T

\, 7-

Inner blanket/shield thickness, m

Outer blanket/shield thickness, m

considered. The first employs stainless steel as

the structural material. The second uses a vana-

dium alloy in the primary loops with stainless

steel employed in the balance of the heat transfer

and transport system according to scheme (3) dis-

cussed above. The reference parameters for the two

systems are shown in Table II. Lithium and sodium

TABLE II. Reference Parameters for the
Heat Transfer and Transport System

Structure Material in the
Blanket and Primary Loop:

Stainless
Steel

Vanadium
Alloy

Primary coolant

Intermediate/cycle

Maximum structure
temperature, °C

Steam temperature, "C

Therraodynamic efficiency, Z

Net electric ;: ,«er, MW

Blanket structure, vol—Z

No. coolant loops

Lithium

Na/steam

500

292

30.1

1420

10

4

Lithium

Na/steam

620

442

34.4

1630

8

4

arc the primary and intermediate coolants, respec-

tively and a steam cycle is employed. A four-loop

heat transport system is utilized. The maximum

structural temperature In the blanket Is limited to

500°C and 620°C In stainless stei-1 and vanadium,

respectively. The heat trans^oi, sys.em for the

stainless steel case Is sin.lar " . th. t of the

Prototype Large Breeder Rea -oi __BR* ' with

steam conditions of 292 *C .mo lluu psig. The hear

transport system with a vanadium primary loop pro-

duces steam at 442*C resulting In a thermodrnamlc

efficiency of 34.« compared with 30.1Z for the

louei: temperature stainless steel system.

A meaningful comparison of the economics of the

stainless steel and vanadium systems has to care-
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fully consider several key variables. The first is

the lifetime of the structure. Our analysis shows

that the lifetime of stainless steel for the operat-

ing conditions discussed here is %3 MW-yr/m2. The

lifetime of the vanadium alloy is longer but it can

not be predicted with good accuracy until compre-

hensive irradiation data becomes available. In

this study, we define the parameter L as the ratio

of the lifetime for the vanadium alloy to that of

stainless steel. The economics analysis is param-

eterized as a function of L in the range L « 1-6.

The second kay variable is the total downtime

required to replace the first wall and blanket

structure. This downtime is essentially a weight-

ing function for the importance of the longevity

of the structural material. The magnitude of the

downtime is design dependent and may vary from

about 50 to 300 days.

Another key variable is the unit cost for the

structural material. Table III shows the major

TABLE III. Major Cost Itens Assumed
for the Structural Material

Major Cost Items
Stainless
Steel

Vanadiun
Alloy

Unit cost for first wall
and blanket structure,
S/kg

30 440

Cost of first wall anj
blanket structure, M$

Cost of the primary loop:

Pumps and pump drives,
m$

IHX, M$

Pipes (installed), MS

16

43

34

17

F

F
F

133

x 43*

« 34

* 17

F is a variable in this study.

cost items for the structural material. The unit

material plus fabrication cost for the vanadi.ua

alloy in the first wall and blanket structure is

taken to be about IS times that for stainless

steel. This represents the worst case for the

cost of refractories and the actual coat la be-

lieved to be at least a factor of 2 lower than

what we anaumed here. The cost of the primary

loop, i.e. pumps and pump drives, IHX, and pipes

la another key item. For the case of stainless

steel, the cost data was taken from the PLBR(

cost estimate. The cost of a vanadium primary

loop is assumed to be equal to F times the cost of

the stainless steel primary loop, where F is a

variable greater than unity. In this study, we

vary F from 1 to 4.

Figure 1 shows the cost of energy as a function

2 3 4 5
LIFE TIME RATIO. V/SS

FIGUBE 1. Variation of the cost of energy with the
ratio of lifetime of vanadium to that of stainless
steel for a short downtime of 50 days and F - 1-4.

of L at F - 1, 2, 3, and 4 and at a total downtime

for replacement of the entire first wall and blan-

ket structure of 50 daya. The ratio L of the life-

time of vanadium to that of stainless steel is con-

sidered in the likely range 1-6. The coat of

energy for the reference caae of stainless ateel

ia 40 mills/kWh. The figure showa that the refrac-

tory alloy cannot compete economically with •tain-

less ateel.
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FIGURE 2. Variation of the cost of energy with the
ratio of lifetime of vanadium to that of stainless
steel for a long downtime of 200 days and F = 1-4.

Figure 2 is similar to Fig. 1 except that the

downtime for replacement of the first wall and

blanket structure is increased in Fig. 2 to 200

days. In this case, the cost of energy for the

reference case of stainless steel is 'v*58 mills/kWh.

The cost of energy for the vanadium system is less

sensitive in this case to the value of F. For ;<3,

the vanadium alloy is required to offer a lifetime

advantage of only a factor of 2 better than that

of stainless steel in order to be economically

competitive.

Figure 3 displays the cost of energy as a func-

tion of downtime at a lifetime ratio, L, in the

range 1-6 and a fixed value of F equal to 3. The

results in this figure show that: (a) if the down-

time is ̂ 150 days, a significant saving in the cost

of energy can be achieved by using the vanadium

alloy provided that it offers a factor of 2 or more

1
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of the cost of energy on the
downtime for (a) stainless steel structure; and
<b) vanadium structure with lifetime ratio in the
range 1-6. Results are for F = 3.

improvement in the lifetime of the first wall and

blanket structure compared to stainless steel: (b)

for downtime in the range of 100 to 150 days, a

factor of 3 advantage in the longevity of the first

wall and blanket structure is required in order for

the vanadium alloy to offer a marked economic

advantage over stainless steel; and (c) if the

downtime is short, 50 days or less, the economic

viability of the vanadium alloy (and similarly all

refractory alloys) is not assured as ic oust offer

a factor of 6 or greater better life than stain-

less steel.

TRITIUM AND VACUUM SYSTEMS
(4)The ANL Systems Code includes TCODE, " a com-

prehensive package for analysis of tritium and
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vacuun syitems. This routine accepts information

on mass flow rates in the plasma chamber and from

that calculates tritium flow rates and inventories

throughout the system. The cost and size of the

individual components is determined by the through-

put rates. The major effects of the tritium and

vacuum systems on overall plant design are sum-

marized below.

Fractional burnup lias ;i substantial effect upon

tritium inventories. As i.hovm In Fig. 4, the total

140 r

I 30 -

120 -

1.00
102 4 6 8

FRACTIONAL BUfiNUP,%

FIGURE 4. Dependence of tritium breeding ratio,
doubling time, and tritium Inventory on the plasma
fractional burnup.

tritium inventory in a 3003-Mw(t) plant Is in

excess of 50 kg if the fractional burnup Is 1.0%.

Under these conditions, a breeding ratio of 1.20

is required for a doubling time of 5 yr. The

Inclusion of an active impurity removal mechanism

on a tokamak, such as a divertor or a gas blanket,

could result In a fractional burnup of the order

of IX or less.' On the other hand, if the frac-

tional burnup is 2Z or higher, tritium inventories

will be 35 kg or less and a breeding ratio of 1.10

is sufficient to double the inventory in five years

or less.

An item of considerable significance from the

standpoint of botli safety and costs, is the emer-

gency air detritiation system (EDS). The costs of

such systems arc primarily due to the reactor build-

ing volume and the permissible cleanup time. Our

earlier studies showed that the cleanup tine

shculd be no longer than about 48 lir. The required

speed to attain this is about 0.5% of the reactor

building volume per minute. Further, since the

unit costs are about $20,000 per mVmin, the cost

of the EDS is about $100 per n1 of reactor building.

Since this is roughly half the cost of the reactor

building itself, the EDS is .1 significant cost

driver.

Compound cryopumps are assumed to be the pri-

mary torus vacuum pumps. A significant finding was

that, because of the conductance losses imposed by

the cryocondensation surfaces ahead of the helium

cryopumps, the required helium pump speed may be in

excess of the required DT pump speed.

Neutral beams require very high pumping speeds.

It was found that the neutral beam vacuum system

was a high cost item (typically, 30-50 million dol-

lars for a 3000-MW(t) reactor). Getter-pumps cost

about the same as cryopumps for this application.
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COMPUTATIONS OF NUCLEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS WITH MACK-IV

M. A. Abdou and Y. Gohar

APPLIB) PHYSICS DIVISION, AICONNE KATIONAL LABORATORY

ARGOKKE, ILLINOIS 60439

The MACK coaputer prograa calculates energy polntwls* and aultlgroup nuclear

response functions froa basic nuclear data in ENDF/B foraat. The new version of

the prograa MACK-IV, Incorporates aajor developaents and laproveaents alned at

naxiBizlng th* utilization of available nuclear data and ensuring energy conser-

vation In nuclear heating calculations. A new library, MACKLIB-IV, of nuclear

response functions was generated in the CTR energy group structure of 171 neutron

groups and 36 gaaaa groups. The library was prepared using MACK-IV and ENDF/B-IV

and is suitable for fusion, fusion-fission hybrids, and fission applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

A prioary function of the neutronics and

photonics analyses of a nuclear systea is to

estimate a set of nuclear response rates. The

calculation of a nuclear response Involves an

Integration over the appropriate phase' space of

the product of the neutron (or gaaaa) flux and

a nuclear response function. The MACK/MACKLIB

systen is concerned with the coaputatlon and

data management of tha nuclear response func-

tions. MACK is a computer prograa that calcu-

lates nuclear response functions such as neutron

kerna factors, gas production, and tritiua pro-

duction cross sections froa basic nuclear daca

in ENDF/3 toraat. HACKLIB is a library of

nuclear response functions in multigroup foraat,

generated uith MACK and is directly usable with

•ost transport codes.

The MACK/MACKLI3 syscea has evolved froa a

strong need In the nuclear fusion field for such

a capability. The first versions of :iACK(1) and

MACKLIB(2) vere released in 1973. These aarly

versions have been used extensively with great

success in many practical applications; the aost

noticeable of these is the area of the neutronics

analysis for "pure" fusion reactor designs.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Recently, aajor dcvelopaents have been aade In

the calculational algorlthas and new capabilities

have been added into the HACK code. The new ver-

sion of the code has been released recently as

MACK-IV.*3' This new version aaxlBizes th* uti-

lization of available nuclear data and.Is Intended

to be usable in aor* practical applications such

as fission reactors, fission-fuaion hybrids in

addition to pure fusion and others. A new version

of :IACHI8 has also been produced and released as

MACKLIB-IV.v ' The library was generated with

MACK-IV and the primary source of basic nuclear

data was E3DF/B-IV.(5) The library includes res-

ponse functions for a large auaber of aaterials

and has a new versatile foraat. The response

functions are given In a fine-energy group struc-

ture (171 for neutrons and 36 for gaaau). A

retrieval routine is available to prepare data

froa MACKLIB-IV in a broader group structure.

The purpose of this paper Is tc present an

overview of the MACK/MACKL1B systea. The aost

iaportant part of tha :1ACC prograa concerns the

calculation of the neutron Iceraa factors. The

basic theory and the calculational algoritttas foe

karma factors In MACK-IV are discussed briefly in

Sec. II. Consistency in preserving the energy

and the relationship between the kcraa factors

and gaaaa-production cross sections are delineated
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In this aaccloo. Tba gaaaral faaturaa of MACK-IV

»r« discussed la Sac. III. A description at ch«

important characteristic* of MAOXII-IV la tba

subject of Sac. IV. A summary la flvan la

Sac. V.

II. SPCLEAa EEATDCO CAXOTLATIOmAL ALGOHITUtt

AMD MACK-IY

Calculation of tba raaponaa function for

nuclaac heating is tba cantral part of tha pro-

gram HACK. Tha baaic theory for tbaaa calcula-

tion* la auiaarizad in tbla (action. Tba major

diffarancaa in tba calculational algorithms be-

twaan tha aarliar varsion of HACK and tba present

MACK-IV arc also polntad out.

Tha nuclear heating Ht(r), at any spatial

point r, is tha sum of tha nautron halting,

Ht(r), and tha heating H (r), where

dE

(6,7)

(4)

whara a la tba total alcroacoplc, collision croaa

•action, and tba tana In parentheses ara tha

energies contributed or taken by a particular

reaction weighted by the relative probability of

the reaction. The firat t e n Is the energy of

tha Incident nautron tiaaa tha probability that a

collision occurred which la certain; Q^ is the

energy resulting from aaaa conversion in reaction

1; Eg., la the average decay energy per reaction

1'; E , la tba average secondary neutron energy

oar reaction », and

(5)

(2)
• • * • ) •

(6)

and where i;.(r) is tha number density of nucllda

i at r; k
a 1(^ n) la tha raaponaa function for

nuclaar haating which la more i n—iinlj kaowi a*

tha nautron 'xaraa factor for nucllda J at nautron

energy, E_; k i s tba gaaaia-ray karsm factor
for nuclida j at photon energy, E ; and > (r,E }

Y n\ n/
i s tha nautron flux for neutrons of energy £ at
r. Tha gamma flux, i. (r,E. J i s obtained by solv-
ing tha transport equation with a secondary pho-
ton production source.

(3)

whara o .(E ,E j is tha photon-production cross
PJ ̂  n Y'

section in nuclide j for neutrons of eoarey E
and photons of energy Z Tha atlon orar

includes all nuclidas In the alxture praaaat at

r. Tba nautron keraa factor can be written aa

where a , a , and 3 ara the gsraa-ir.taractlon

cross sections for photoelectric, cornton absorp-

tion, and pair-production processes, respectively;

and a la equal to 1.02 :ieV. The'Lerna factors
PP

ara flux and density Independent. Tue '..eating
rate can therefore be calculated fron usutron and

photon transport results for any svszzi: if these

factors ara predetermined for all nacsrials in

the systea. Tha evaluation of k. is szraightfor-

ward and la normally perforsed by the codea which

generate photon-Interaction aultisroup croaa sec-

tions such aa SMJG. Calculation of neutron

Varae factors la coaplicatad by the variety of

reactions that a neutron caa undergo, cha Sclne-

aatics for reactions In which aore than one parti-

cle Is emitted, and the demand for extensive

nuclaar data information.

All tha terma la Eq. (6) except. 5_ are calcu-

lated In HACK from baaic nuclear data la files 1

through 5 of ERDF/B. The calculation of these

teraa Is soaatwhat straightforward and is similar
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In aany ra*p*cca to tha methodologies employed In

othar multlgroup cross-section processing cod**.

Tha calculation of S_ , howevar, la aura lavolvad

and haa baau tha subject of a lar(a part of tha

davalopaanta in MACK-IV. Thia tarm can ba calcu-

latad by tha n«w version of tha prograa, tlACK-IV,

via ona of two patha aa aalactad by tha uaac:

Path I. Tha Muclear Kinematics Path; In this

path tha solution* of tha klnaaatlc* aquationa of

all nuclaar reactions ara uaad to calculate S .

In thi* methodology 30 direct Information on gam-

ma production is required. One need* the indi-

vidual neutron reaction croas sections and the

secondary neutron energy and angular distribution,

i.e. the information provided in filea 1-5 of

ENDF/3. If ciiarged particles arc emitted in a

reaction [e.g. (a,a) reaction], ona needs the

partial cross sections for this reaction to indi-

vidual excited levels (i.e. the 700's MT series)

or the cicrgy distribution of the charged parti-

cles emitted. This type of Information is scarce

in ENDF/3 and this leada to difficulties in cal-

culating neutron keraa factors for charged-

particle-producing reactions associated with

strong gamna-L-ay emission.

Path II. The Gamma-Production Path: In this

path, S_ is calculated directly froa the gamma-

productioc data (files 12-13 In ENDF/B) by calcu-

lating the gamma-production cross section and

performing the integral in £q. (5).

Uhen energy-conserving gamma-production data

are given in S.'DF/B the gamma-production path

provides a aore reliable and straightforward

methodology to calculating the neutron keraa

factors. This path was not provided in the

earlier version of MACK because of the lack of

most gamma-production data at that time. These

deta have been provided for a large number of

materials in E2JDF/B-IV to warrant the new devel-

opment. The nuclear kinematics path has been

retained and isproved in HACK-IV because: (1)

gamma-production data are still lacking for some

important materials (e.g. '"'B, 2 3 2Th, etc.);

(Z) the gamma-production data provided in E3DF/B

for some materials are not consistent with the

neuironlcs data content as to energy conservation;

and (3) tha kinematic* path provides a convenient

way for calculating the contribution to heating

from each Individual reaction, which is of in-

terest In specialized nuclear and chemonuclear

applications.

III. SEJCEIAL FEATPKES OF MACK-IV

The purpose of this section la to briefly des-

cribe the general features of MACK-IV. A simpli-

fied flow diagram of the calculations in MACK-IV

is given in Fig. 1. The program calculates point-

wise and/or multigroup nuclear response functions.

The poinewisc energy mesh, group structure, and

weighting functions can be provided by Input or

selected from several built-in procedures. The

program has the capability to calculate the neu-

tron cross sections In the resonance region from

resonance parameters given In file 2 of EMDF/B.

The program also permits reading the resonance

region cross sections as input.

There Is a large number of user's selected

options Co control the flow and methodology of

computations as well am the type and format of

the output. These are described In Kef. 3. All

materials including fissionable isotopes can be

processed by MACK-IV. Among the types of infor-

mation that can be generated with XACK-IV are:

(1) Polntwlse and multigroup neutron keraa

factors.

(2) Pointwise and aultigroup-reactlon cross

sections.

(3) Multigroup response functions for specific

nuclear processes; e.g., the helium-produc-

tion cross section is calculated in MACK-IV

by sueaing the appropriate reactions such

as <n,a); (n.n'a) and (n,3o) with the mul-

tiplicities of the alpha generation

accounted for.

(4) Gamma-production cross sections and

energy matrix.

HACK-IV has a new processor that enables the

user to produce the nuclear response functions

for each material in the "MACK-Activity-Table"

format. The format of the table is similar to
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FIGURE 1. A flow d i a g r u for MACK-IV.
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that used for multigroup (transport) cross sec-

cions commonly coploycd in transport codes such

as AMISS, D0T, and MtRSE. The data arc arranged

by groups (group I, 2 . . . through group ICM)

and the data for each group are given in IHil

positions as illustrated in Table I. As shown

in this table, the type of information given in

positions 1 through 34 is fixed. For example,

the neutron kena factor is always given in posi-

tion 2 and the tritlun-production cross section

is given in position 7. The advantage of this

foraat is that it provides a versatile capability

for fixing the activity tables for different

materials to obtain a response function table for

any mixture.

One convenient way to employ the ItiCK-

Accivicy-Tables is Co mix them (explicitly) with

che "regular transport" nultigroup cross sections.

The number density for each activity table should

be the appropriate number density for the mate-

rial aultiplied by a snail (e.g. 10-:s) fixed

r.uiber, f. This multiplication factor ensures

that the transport cross sections arc not sig-

nificantly altered. The reaction rates and

other integrated responses calculated by the

transport codes -Jill be the true values nulti-

plied by f. For this procedure to be successful

the value ac IHM provided as input to 1IACK must

be equal to that employed in the regular trans-

port aultigroup cross sections (generally IHM >_

XGU + 3).

Ihe liACK-Activity-Iables can be produced in

aeutron-gamaa-coupled foraat for use tfitk coupled

neutron-gama aultigroup cross sections. In this

case, the gaoma keraa factors have to be provided

as input to MAQC-IV. The data given in positions

1, 2, and 3 are such that the integrated res-

ponses for these positions are che total neutron

and gasma heating, respectively. Die atomic

displacements cross sections are not calculated

In MACK-IV at present but they are accepted as

input to fill positions 4 and 5 of the activity

table.

TABLE 1. MACK-Activity-Table

Position Content

Neutron and ga.au keraa factors

Neutron keraa factor

Canaa keraa factor

Displacement cross section - A

Displacement cross section - 3

Total hydrogen production cross section

Total tritiua production cross section

Total helium production cross section

Total cross section

Hlartlc cross section

Total inelastic cross section

Total (n,2n) cross section

(a,3n) cross section

Total fission cross section

(n.n't) cross section

(n,n") ccntinuun cross section

(n,i) cross section

(n,p) cross section

(n,D) cross section

(n,t) cross section

(a,-He) cross section

(a, i) cross section

Elastic scattering keraa factor

(n,n') charged particles !ter=a factor

laelastic-level scattering keraa factor

(r., charged particles) keraa factor

(a,2n) kena factor

(a,2nj keraa factor

Fission keraa factor

Inelastic continuum keroa factor

Radiative capture kersa factor

Croup nid-energy for neutron and gacma

Group aid- nerjy for neutron only

(Group aid-energy for ga=su only

5

6

7

3

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

13

19

20

21

2**

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

IHM

I Positions 35 through IHM are filled

I
vith cross sections for rhe :ff reac-
tions not given in the fixed posi-
tions 1 through 34.
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IV. HACKLIB-IV LIBRAKY

A new library, MACKLIB-IV, of nuclear res-

pon»c functions has recently b««n generated. The

library wa* prepared tiling MACK-IV and basic

nuclear data froa ENDF/B-IV. Nuclear response

functions arc provided in the library for all

natcrlals listed in Table 2. These material* are

of great interest in fusion, fusion-fission

hybrids, and fission application.

TABLE 2. List of Materials in MACKLIB-IV

all important reaction cross sections. The gamu-

Iccrma factors were generated with SMUG and the

atomic displacements were taken from Doran's

Hydrogen

Helium

Lichiun-o

Lithiua-7

Seryilium

3oron-10

3oron-ll

Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Flouriae

Sodiuc

MagnesiuQ

Aluminum

Silicon

Chlorine

Potassiun

Calcium

Titanium

Vanadiun

Chromium

lianganese

Iron

Cobalt

Nickel

ENDF/B
MAT So.

1269

1146

1271

1272

1289

1273

1160

1274

1275

1276

1277

1156

12S0

1193

1194

1149

1150

1195

12S6

1196

1191

1197

1192

1199

1190

Copper

Niobium

1-lolybdenum

Tantalum

Tungsten-182

Tungsten-183

Tungsten-134

Tungsten-136

Lead

Thoriun-232

Protactinium

Uraniua-233

Uraniun-234

Uranium-235

Uraniua-236

Uraniun-238

Neptunium

Flutonium-238

?lutoniua-239

Plutonium-240

Plutonium-241

Plutoniua-242

Americiu»-241

Anericlua-243

ESDF/B
HAT No.

1295

1139

12B7

1285

1128

1129

1130

1131

12S3

1296

1297

1260

1043

1261

1163

1262

1263

1050

1264

1265

1266

1161

1056

1057

The library is in the new format of "MACK-

Activity-Table" described earlier in this paper

and shown in Table 1. The response functions in-

cluded in the library are neutron-keraa factors,

gatua-kerma factors, atomic displacements, gas-

production and tricium-breeding functions, and

work.
(9)

MACKLIB-IV employs the CTR energy group struc-

ture of 171 neutron groups and 36 gaosa groups.

A retrieval program is included with the library

to perform the following functions: (1) collapse

the data into a broader group structure; (2) modi-

fy (add, delete, replace) parts of Che library;

(3) prepare activity cables for fixtures of Gate-

rials in the library; and (4) output the data in

printed, punched, and/or magnetic tape fomar.

As discussed in the previous section, one of

the significant improvements ia :!ACS-IV is the

provision for two different calculational tech-

niques for neutron kerna factors: (1) the nuc-

lear klneoatics path which utilizes only the neu-

tron data files In E:.T3F/3; and (2) the gaacia-

productioa path uhich employs the gasssa-produc-

Cion files as well as the neutron files. '.Tlile

the basic foraalisas of the tvo suthods are exact,

the accuracy or" the keraa factors calculated dif-

fers for the tvo nethods depending on the type

and accuracy of information provided in the r.'.Z)?

files. Ihe ENDF/3-IV evaluations were reviewed

for each material and an appropriate calculational

technique was selected to ensure the relative

validity of the results.

As an example, the neutron iterna factor, k ,

for beryllium is plotted in Fig. 2 for three

cases: (1) k based on E^BF/B-III iata usin/ the
n

nuclear kinematics path; (2J k^ based on EOTF/3-

IV data calculated with the nuclear kinenati:s

path; and (3) k based on StCF/S-IV data using

the gamu-production path. Comparing (1) and (2),

on* notes that the changes in the basic data from

Version III to IV are saall. The neutron kerr^

factor calculated in Case 2 is higher Chan that

in Case 3 at high energies {>10 :!eV). The reason

is that no information on the individual levels

(partial level cross sections) are gii'en in the

neutron files for the {si, charged particles)

reactions. In chis case it is clear tn.-it c'ae

results from Case 3 are aore accura-.s than rhose
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FIGURE 2. Neutron kerma

of Case 2 and hence the kerma factors calculated

from the ganma-production path are adopted for In-

clusion In MACKLIB-IV.

The library also includes response functions

for fissionable materials. The neutron fceras.

factors for 2 3 SU, a 3 2Th, aod 2 3 8 U are displayed

in Fig. 3. Using the keraa factor methodology

cor calculation of nuclear heating in nuclear

systems with fissionable materials should provide

a significant improvement over the approximate

methods commonly used at present. Table 3 com-

pares the neutron kerma factors in -lACKLIB-IV' '

to those in the earlier version of MACKLIB for

several aaterials. The comparison is shown for

selected energy ranges where large differences

occur. These differences reflect c combination

of effects due to changes in basic nuclear data

between Versions III and IV of EKDF/B as veil as

differences in calculations! aethods.

factors for bcrylliua.

V. SUMMARY

Major development* have been made in the cal-

culational algorithas and new capabilities have

been added into the HACK computer program. The

new version of the program, HACK-IV, is available

for distribution. The program generates important

nuclear response functions such as neutron keraa

factors and critiua breeding and gas-production

functions as well as the gamna-production cross

sections. The new developnents in :!AC::-IV repre-

sent a major step in ensuring energy conservation

in nuclear heating calculations. The ?rseran is

useful in alaost all practical nuclear applications.

A new library, SACSilB-IV, of nuclear response

functions wes generated using MACK-IV and basic

nuclear data frosi ESDF/B-IV. The iibrary includes

data for a large nunber of aacerials of great in-

terest: in fusion, fusion-fission hybrids, aid fis-

sion applications. The library and a retrieval

routine are readily available froa major nuclear

intonation centers.
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" FIGURE 3. Neutron k i n u factors for ; 3 -Th , - 3 E U, and 2 3 B U.

TABLE 3 . Coaparison of Neutron Kerma Factors in HACKLXB-ttT and HiCSJ.tr

Tor Several Materials in Selected Energy Croups' ' '

Energy (Mev):

Mate.....il

3e

5Li

rLi

10B

•-C

-U

Mb

Cu

?b

13.499-14

MACKLIB/IV

3.018

4.901

4.135

6.260

4.618

6.252

1.207

3.517

0.2S2

.918

ilACKLIB

3.473

4.400

3.313

3.686

3.244

4.010

1.045

2.712

0.266

10.0-11.

:IACXLIB/IV

1.843

4.760

3.785

5.002

1.980

2.852

0.764

1.898

0.232

052

MACKLIB

2.738

4.154

2.952

3.433

2.407

2.893

0.792

1.994

0.252

1.0026-1

HACKLIB/IV

0.516

1.634

0.408

1.118

0.350

0.148

0.082

0.096

0.041

.102

SACKLIB

0.521

1.732

0.416

1.518

0.364

0.206

0.093

0.101

0.047

See Ref. 4. See Ref. 2.

'All MACKLIB keroa factors are based on ESDF/S-III data but those of MACKLIS-IV are
based on ENDF/B-IV.

All neutron keraa factors in units of MeV-barn/acom.
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